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Docket lD No. EPA--HQ-OAR-2009-0926 ental Quality COlJllClr 

EPA P"oposal 

I)ART 98-IAMENI>EI>J 
I. The authority citation for part 98 
continues to read as follows: 

Recommended Revisions 

AlJthol'ity:42 {J,~.c. 7~9~et s~ ____ -+-:c-:___ _____ __-;-:-_ 
Subpart A--IAmcndedJ Subpart A, Table A-3 is amended by 
2. Section 98.2 is amended by revising adding "Injection and Geologic 

_. 

paragraph (a) introductory text to read as Sequestration of Carbon Dioxide (Su bpart 
i(lliows: RR) under the heading "Additional S (lurce 
§98.2Who mllst report? Categories 1 Applicable in 2011 and 
(a) The OIlG reporting requirements and Future Years." 
related moniloring, recordkeeping, and 
reporling requirements of this part apply to 
the owners and operators of any facility 
that is localed in lhe United States or under 
or attached /0 the Ouler Continental Shelf 
(as dejined in 43 US.C. §1331) and that 
meets the requirements of either paragraph 
(a)( I), (a)(2), or (a)(3) ofthis section; and 
any supplier that meets the requirements of 

Subpart A, Table A-4 is amended by 
adding "Petroleum and Natural 
Gas Systems (Subpart W) under the 
heading "Additional Source Categori 
Applicable in 20 II and Future Years 

j)aragr<.leJ:!lll}{'!L()[thi,;_sec!i()n: __ ---I-~~ '-'-'~--"-~---' 
3. Section 98.6 is amended by adding the 
ttlllowing definitions in alphabetical order 
to as follows: L.".: .. ~"-''':::" .. =''-':": .... ~ __ ... ____ ... __ ..... ___ -'. __ .__________ __ 

cs 1 
" 

Explanation 

-~.~~~-.-,,--~'''~'~-.-~-'.-~ .. ~~-

EPA needs to add these subparts to its 
newly-created Tables A-3 and A-4. EPA, 
Mandatory Reporting of Greenhouse 
Gases: Minor Harmonizing Changes to the 
General Provisions, 75 Fed. Reg. 12451, 
12456-58 (March 16, 20l0). Otherwise 
the cross-references will be ineffective to 
trigger application of these provisions. 

No comment 

I 
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-'~'-~ , ,~~- --~"~-~~'---,--~~-~-'----~------- ,-- ------,-----,-----,~-,--"-

EPA Proposal Recommended Revisions Explanation 

-- '--'-- ------------- ------------ ---
§98.6Qefinitiof!Sc __________ . ___ t-___ _ 
Ouler Conlinenlai She(fmeans all 

------,--~---- ----------- ----.--~,----~---,.-----, 

No comment 
submerged lands lying seaward and 
outside or tile area oflands beneath 
navigable waters as defined in 43 U$.C. 
§ 130 I, and of whieh the subsoil and 
seabed appertain to the United States and 
!l!I': subi,:,et to its jurisdiction and control._ 
United Slales means the 50 states, the 
District of Columbia, the Commonwealth 
of Puerto Rico, American Samoa, the 
Virgin Islands, Guam, and any other 
Commonwealth, territory or possession of 
the Un ited States, as well as the territorial 
sea as defined by Presidential 
Proclamation No. 5928. 

~ .. -.--,---,-----,~--"""'--,,~--~ -~---.------.. "'--~-.---"-~ ... -""'.,-~""-"'~ 
4. Section 98.7 is amended by revising 
paragraph (e}(39) to read as follows: 
§98.7 Wbat standardized methods are 
incorporated by reference into tbis 
parI? 
(39) ASTM E 174795 (Reapproved 2005) 
Standard Guide for Purity of Carbon 
Dioxide Used in Supercritical Fluid 
Applications. fBR approved for §98.424(b} 
and §98.444(a}. 

Carbon Sequestration Council 

4. (a) Section 98.7 is amended by revising 
paragraph (e)(39) to read as follows: 

§98.7 Wbat standardized metbods are 
incorporated by reference into this 
part? 
(39) ASTM E174795 (Reapproved 2005) 
Standard Guide for Purity of Carbon 
Dioxide Used in Supercritical Fluid 
Applications, fBR approved for §98.424(b} 
and §98.444(a}. 

----------~ 

2 

Under (e) (39) EPA is proposing the usc of 
ASTM E1747-95 (Reapproved 2(05) as a 
standard method for quantifying C02 from 
EOR and OS streams t()r subpart RR. 

The ASTM method cited by EPA is titled 
"Standard Guide I(lf Purity of Carbon 
Dioxide Used in Supercritical Fluid 
Applications". It is intended lor the 
quantification of impurities in CO2 used 
for supercritical fluid extraction (requiring 
FDA approval) or lor supercritical 
':'11r2mil!0graph y. S ul':ll~I121':!~_()d i ~ll()!___ 

bobvanvoorhecs@carboHscqucstrationcouncil.org 
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Explanation 

~-~-~-------------~~---~~~----+-::-:-;::---;---::-::--;:;-:------:--;-:----:--;-----1-----~--c~-- ---~--------

(b)Section 98.7 is amended by revising appropriate for quantifying CO2 in EOR or 
paragraph (1)(2) to read as f()lIows: GS streams. 

(2) GPA Standard 2261-00 - "Analysis for 
Natural Gas and Similar Gaseous Mixtures 
by Gas Chromatography", IER approved 
for § 98.34(a), § 98.164(b), § 98.254(d), 
arul § 98.344(b), and §98.444(a). 

(e) Section 98.7 is amended by adding 
paragraph (1)(3) to read as follows: 

(3) GPA Standard 2177-03 -- "Analysis of 
Natural Gas Liquid Mixtures Containing 
N itrogell and Carbon Dioxide by Gas 
Chromatography", IBR approved for 
§98.444(a). 

ASTM 1747-95 is not always applicable 
under ParI 98 because it is designed to test 
for impurities of clinical or /()od quality 
supercritical C02. We recommend 
adoption of the provided GPA standards as 
examples of the standards that are used in 
practice in the industry. 

EPA should amend the citation in 98.7 to 
add references to more applicable 
standards as shown. EPA should also 
specify that, similarly to the citation of 
other standards, reporters may usc more 
recent versions of published standards in 
accordance with industry practices and 
available instrumcntation. 

5-. =-Pa-I-·t-9'--CCS-cis-ar-n-en-dc-e-dC""b-y-ad-· ~d~i-ng-su-b-p-a-rt--+-------- ----~~~--------------- -- -----~.-----------

RR to read as follows: 
Sec. 
98.440 Definition of the source category. 
98.441 Rcporting threshold. 
98.442 GHGs to report. 
98.443 Calculating C02 Injection and 
Sequestration. 
~~-,~~~l\1()11it()!il1g an<lg,-jA ___ ~IIQ ",-(C~' _____ L _________________ ~~ ____ ~ ___ ~ __ _ 

Carbon Sequestration Council 3 bobvanvoorhees@carbonsequeslratiollcouncil.org 
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-~~-----~-~~~~ ~--~-~~~---.-------------~~---~~--------~---~--~~-~-~~~~~--

EPA Proposal Recommended Revisions Explanation 

--~-~~~-----~------+---------~--~~~----~~-- ------~------~-- ... --~--
requirements. 
98.445 Procedures for estimating missing 
data. 
98.446 Data reporting requirements. 
98.447 Records that mllst be retained. 
98.448 Geologic Sequestration 
Monitoring, Reporting, and Verification 
(MRV) Plan. 
98.449 Det1nitions. 
Subpart RR--Iujcctiun aud Geologic Subpart RR-Injection and Geologic 
Sequestration of Carbon Dioxide Seqnestration of Carbon Dioxide 
§98.440 Definition ofthe source category. §98.440 Definition of the source category. 
(a) The injection and geologic (a) The injection and geologic 
sequestration of carbon dioxide (C02) sequestration of carbon dioxide (C02) 

source category comprises any well or sourCe category comprises any well or 
group of wells that inject C02 into the group of we \Is that inject CO2 into the 
subsurlace, which includes under a seabed subsurface, which includes under a seabed 
offshore. The source category consists of offshore. The source category consists of 
all wells that inject CO2 into the all wells that inject CO2 into the 
subsurface, including wells for geologic subsurface, including wells used for 
sequestration (GS) or for any other geologic sequestration (GS) or for any 
Q'!'J?():>E· ____ --I-'0;ct7h.=er~u::r'S0::::s.=e.';__ 
(b) A facility that is subject to this rule (b) A facility that is subject to this rule part 
only because 0[C02 injection wells that 98 and meets the detinition of this suhpatt 
do uot meet the definition of geologic only because of C02 injection wells that 
sequestration facility in paragraph (c) of do not meet the definition of geologic 
this section is not required to report sequestration facility in paragraph (cl of 

The wording in the las( sentence should be 
"wells used for geologic sequestration". 

Carbon dioxide stream means carbon 
dioxide that has been captured from an 
emission source (e.g. a power plant or 
other industrial facility) or extracted from a 
carbon dioxide production well plus 
incidental associated substances either 
derived from the source materials and the 
capture process or extracted with the 
carbon dioxide. MRR, 74 Fed. Reg . 

. 56260, 56385 (Oct~~"r],,011009L~~ .. 
This revision would clarify the meaning of 
this provision while avoiding the potential 
ambiguity of "this rule." 

eIllissio~~I~dcr~<lnIother SljbplIrt 0 f part _tll~ sectio",,- is not requir5'.<!t<l..,!!,ort _~ __ ,_ _~, __ "_, ___ , __ ~_,~_~_~,~_,,, _~,." ... ,.,."" ...... __ __ ~, ~~j 

Carbon Sequestration Council 4 bobvanvoorhees@carbonsequestrationCOUllcil.org 
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-'--"---~----~----~--"-"""-"'" ""~-~".".,~,~,,, ... _-
EPA Pl'Oposal Recommended Revisions Explanation 

98. emissions under any other suhpart of part 
98. ...• ~- ... -,~"' ... ''''---~.-,---~- -.. ~-"-.""'~~""-.-,--"'- .. -,- ..~ .... ~.~-~-".-.--~,+. -

(c) Geologic sequestration (OS) facility. (I) For the purposes of this source Referencing the specific phases of C02 is 
(I) For tbe purposes of this source category, a geologic sequestration facility unnecessary and inherently suggests that 
category, a geologic sequestration facility is a facility that injects C02 for the long- other references to C02 without these 
is a facility that injects CO2 for the long- term containment of a gaseoHs, liquhl,Bf modifiers is intended to be less inclusive. 
term containment of a gaseous, liquid, or slipereritieal C02 stream in subsurface We recommend deleting the modilicrs. 
supercritical C02 stream in subsurface geologic formations. A facility that injects 
geologic llmuations. A facility that injects C02 to enhance the recovery of oil or Some concurrent storage (long-term 
CO2 to enhance the recovery of oil or natural gas is not a geologic sequestration containment) always occurs during EOR 
natural gas is not a geologic sequestration facility for the purposes of this source operations using CO2. Accordingly, the 
facility for the purposes of this source category unless the facility also injeets the rule should not indicate that this is 
category unless the facility also injects the ~in-subsurfaee geologie formations for something to be decided on the basis of 
CO2 in subsurface geologic formations for long term eontaillmenkH-a gaseolls, intent by using the phrase "also injects ... 
long-term containment of a gaseous, liqllid, or sl!pereritieal C02 streallcHlfHI for long-term containment". 'rhe only real 
liquid, or supercritical CO2 stream and chooses to be a geologic sequestration choice being made by the operator is 
chooses to submit a monitoring, reporting, facility by submitting a monitoring, whether to beeorne subject to the subpart 
and verification (MRV) plan to EPA that is reporting, and verilication (MRV) plan to RR requirements by submitting and 
then approved by EPA. EPA that is then approved by EPA. obtaining approval of an MRV plan. 

~-~-.~ ,-.,--~-~~ ~-- .. --~-- ""C;-----~-.--~--~~--.. . . ~""-,-,",-,~~-,",-",,,~-,,,,,",,,~,,,,,.-,,~,.-,,.~~,,.-.-,,~,,~,,,, .. ,,-~-~--
(2) A facility that is not required to report (2) A faeility !hat"*HIet-~'-&40-repert This part of the definition is confusing and 
for the purposes of this source category as fur the pHrpes6s oHhis so_satagsr], as unnecessary in light of the language in (I ) .. 
a geologic sequestration facility, injects a geelogie seEtHestration fueilil), injeets If a facility chooses to submit an MRV, it 
CO, fl)f the long-term containment of a C02 fur the IOllg t6fm eontaillment of a becomes a GS facility and renders the lead 
gaseous, liquid, or supercritical CO2 gaseeus-; .. ~·or-supereritieal CO2 clause of this provision potentially 
stream in subsurface geologic formations, streaUI in sHbsurfae6 geologie furmatiells, confusing because it then is "required to 
and chooses to submit an MRV plan to aA.d~()~o.o5es--te--submit aH MR'l:plail ~o_~ _!"I'.0rt. for .. t~"£lIfI'.0S",,()!lhissollrcc 

Carbon Sequestration Council 5 bobvanvoorhces@carbonsequestrationcouncil.org 
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- .. ----.~--,-,.~~-.--,,-,-'''''-'''-.,-~--. 

EPA P,'oposal 

.. ~,~ .. ,,-,,-.. "'--,,~"'"'~ .. "'~- -.~ 

EPA that is then approved by EPA, is a 
geologic sequestration facility. 

(3) A geologic sequestration facility 
includes all structures associated with 
injection located between the points of 
C02 transfer onsite and the il~jection wells. 

~'''~-~'''-,,--"-~ .. ~.~ 
(4) A geologic sequestration facility that 
injects CO2 to enhance the recovery of oil 
or natural gas includes all structures 
associated with production located 
between the production wells and the 
separators. 

(d) This source category does not include 
the following: 
( I ) Storage of C02 above ground. 
(2) Tempo~<lTy_~~()!~ of CO2 below 

Carbon Sequestration Council 

-"-"---
Recommended Revisions 

- "-"" - .. ,," 

EPA that is thell aflJ3f8¥es by BllA, is a 
goolegic seqllcstretioll facility. 

~,,--"'--,-.,,-.. -
(2) A geologic sequestration facility 

.~~~"--.-"--.-

Explanation 

---~-"---". ---~--I 
category as a geologic sequestration 
facility." 'fhis deletion and the following 
revision to §98.440(c)(3) which will 
become §98.440(c)(2) would clarify 
what is intended. 

-,---""----"'-"'-,,~-------"---"--"~.~~-"~''''.''. 

The definition should be revised to address 
includes all injection and monitoring well 
pipelines, compressors, valves and 

s, "equipment" as well as "structures" and to 
provide specific examples for clarification. 

associated equipment and structures from 
receipt ofTen to storage field through to 
associates with illjeetioll laeates aet'Neell 
the paiRts afC01lfaRsier allsile aRs the 
injection wells. - ._------"""-
(3) A geologic sequestration facility that 
injects CO2 to enhance the recovery of oi I 
or natural gas includes all injection and 
monitoring wells, pipelines, compressors, 
valves and associated equipment and 
structures from receipt of C02 to the 
storage field through to the injection well s 
and all separators, compressors, vent 
stacks, structures and equipment associat cd 
with production laeatea bet>.\'eSfl the 

. I'!o.<l.l'''!i<l~""e n~li.n~ th.'l~"Jlll!(ltars '---___ 
(d) This source category does not include 
the following: 
(I) Storage of C02 above ground. 

The definition should be revised to address 
"equipment" as well as "structures" and to 
provide specific examples for clarification. 

The source category should exclude the 
injection of C02 or C02 streams I,)r 
purposes of conducting testing that will 

(2) Temporary storage of C02 below ._-_. jl~ to l~~ll!ify and(;I!8Ii\ct(;rlfe::..... __ 

6 bobvanvoorhces@carbonsequcstratioucouncil,org 
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EPA Proposal Recommended Revisions Explanation 

.-.--~--- --.-.----.~_t_~ -------.-- -----~-+.--------------. _ .. - ._.--.. _-
ground. ground. appropriate sites for geologic sequestration 
(3) Transportation or distribution of C02. (3) Injection of C02 or C02 streams for andlor enhanced recovery of oil Of natural 
(4) Purification, compression, or subsurface testing and characterization gas. These activities will be necessary in 
processing of C02 at the surface. activities. many cases to assist with the proper siting 
(5) Capture 0[C02. (4) Reinjection ofa produced mixed of these operations and should be 
(6) C02 in cement, precipitated calcium stream that includes C02, is incidental to encouraged to be conducted without the 
carbonate (PCe), or any other technique oil and gas production, and is reinjected potential added expense of reporting all of 
that does not involve injection of C02 into with natural gas or other formation fluids the information required by this subpart. 
the subsurface. with or without some processing of the 

stream. 

Carbon Sequestration Council 

(5)Transportation or distribution of C02. 
(6) Purification, compression, or 
processing of C02 at the surface. 
(7) Capture of C02. 
(8) C02 in cement, precipitated calcium 
carbonate (PCe), or any other technique 
that does not involve injection of C02 into 
the subsurface. 

7 

In MRR, 74 Fed. Reg. 56260, 56385 
(October 30, 20(9), "carbon dioxide 
stream" is detined as "carbon dioxide that 
has been captured from an emission source 
(e.g. a power plant or other industrial 
facility) or extracted fi'Olll a carbon diox ide 
production well plus incidental associated 
substances either derived from the source 
materials and the capture process or 
extracted with the carbon dioxide." In 
many situations prodnced natural gas or 
other formation fluids, which may have 
some level of C02 concentration (typically 
up to 15%), are reinjected directly into the 
field, sometimes after minimal treatment 
such as drying. The reinjection may be 
done for a number of reasons, some of 
which may be construed as enhanced 
recovel)',-The r~'l~ir~mel1l.()t::I)"!I~ __ . 

bobvanvoorhces@carbol1sequestrationcouncil.org 
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--~--~-------------------

------~------------- ... - ---~--_t-::.--------.~-_.___:::c:: 

§98.441_Reporting threshold. It does not appear that EPA has proposed 
(a) You must report under this subpart if to amend the tahles to add listing for 
your facility is an injection facility that suhpart RR. That probably needs to be 
lnl~t;;('02_intot~~~lJ~_s_ur_~_ac~'e_<tJld!1l~ done,,-ptherwise this pro"ision is fairly __ 

Carbon Sequestration Council 8 

June 11,2010 

--c-----c~ ----- -~,.,--,-

(EOI~-only) reporting for these situations 
would represent a significant and 
unintended burden. Although the 
detlnition of "carbon dioxide stream" 
implies that this situation is not intended to 
be subject to these rules, there is a need to 
be explicit in this rule that this type of 
incidental C02 injection is not subject to 
Subpart RR. 

In addition, the preamble discussion ofthis 
provision should include a recognition that 
injection of C02 into a geologic formation 
such as a C02 dome should uot result in 
douhle counting if the C02 is subsequently 
extracted and delivered for some other usc. 
Subpart PP excludes "Storage of C02 
above ground or in geologic formations" 
li'OID the source category. 40 eFR 
§98.420(b)(I), 74 Fed. Reg. 56260, 56506 
(October 30, 2(09). And proposed subpart 
RR excludes "Temporary storage of C02 
below ground." §98.440(d)(2), 75 Fed. 

Reg. I ~~1§2.J~600.(Aprill.22_?Q.IQ.L.~~ 
§ 98.2 Who must report? 
(a) The GHG reporting requirements and 
related monitoring, rccordkecping. and 
.':c,l)()rtil!.[l'eq u i reme 11 ts()/: !lli:;,£fIf!<lJl£b'_t()~ 

bobvanvoorhees@carbonsequestrationcouncil.org 
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-------------- ----- -------------------,------------- ----------
EPA Proposal Recommended Revisions Explanation 

----------
facility meets requirements of either 
§98,2(a)(I) or (a)(2), 

Carbon Sequestration Council 

--+- ---;---;------------------------------t-,,--------------;--------,----~---'~,--,;-,:--- --l 
meaningless, the owners operators 

Subpart A, Table A-3 is amended by 
adding "hljection and Geologic 
Sequestration of Carbon Dioxide (Subpart 
RR) under the heading "Additional Source 
Categories I Applicable in 20 I J and 
Future Years," 

Subpart A, Table A-4 is amended by 
adding "Petroleum and Natural 
Gas Systems (Subpart W) under the 
heading "Additional Source Categories J 
Applicable in 20 J I and Future Years," 

Is this the right approach'l 

Perhaps the better alternative is this: 

§98.441 Reporting threshold, 
(a) You must report under this subpart if 
your facility is an injection facility that 
injects C02 into the subsurface and the 
facility meets requirements of either 
§98.440(b) or (c), 

9 

that is located in the United States and that 
meets the requirements of either paragraph 
(a)(I), (a)(2), or (a)(3) of this section; and 
any supplier that meets the requirements of 
paragraph (a)(4) of this section: 
(I) A facility that contains any source 
category that is listed in Table A-3 of this 
subpml in any calendar year starting in 
20 I 0, For these facilities, the annual GJ-IG 
report must cover stationary fuel 
combustion sources (subpall C of this 
part), miscellaneous use of carbonates 
(subpart U of this Pall), and all applicable 
source categories listed in Table A--3 and 
Table A-A of this subpart, 
(2) A facility that contains any source 
category that is listed in -rable AA of this 
subpart that emits 25,000 metric tons 
C02e or more per year in combined 
emissions j]-om stationary fuel combusti.on 
units, miscellaneous uses of carbonate, and 
all applicable source categories that are 
listed in Table A~3 and Table AA ofthis 
subpart, For these facilities, the annual 
GHG rep0!1mllst cover stationary filel 
combustion sources (subpart C of this 

. part), miscellal1eolls--':l~,,()Lc<lrb()llilte~ 

bobvanvoorhees@carbonsequcstrationcouncil,org 
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----+c------------~~-----------------~-
(subpali U of this part), and all applicable 
source categories listed in Table A-3 and 

1_;; :;;;;:------c,------------"-;;c:-;;--=::-:--:------t-----~- ___ "' __________ , ~ ___ -+.:.T.::abj(;A::4.9ftlli s subpar~:_____ _ 
(b) The requirements of §982(i) do not §982(i) Except as provided in this 
apply to this subpart. Once a facility is paragraph, once a facility or supplier is 
subject to the requirements of this subpart, subject to the requirements ofthis part, the 
the owner or operator must continue for owner or operator must continue f(lf each 
each year thereafter to comply with all year thereafter to comply with all 
requirements of this subpart, including the requirements of this part, including the 
requirement to submit annual GHG requiremcnt to submit annual OliO 
reports, cven if the facility does not meet repOlis, even if the facility or supplier does 
the applicability requirements in paragraph not meet the applicability requirements in 
(a) of §98.2(a) ofthis pal1 in a future year, paragraph (a) of this section in a filture 
unless paragraphs (b)( I) or (b)(2) of this year. 
st:(;ti()~tL _____ . __ .~_ ........ _ ________ __~ __ .. ___ ~ ____ +=::- ______ . ____ ; ___ :__ ;_;; __ ; _._ ; __ ::- .. _ 
(1) If the injection well or wells (I) If the injection well or wells The proposed rule establishes defined 
constituting the facility are plugged in constituting the facility are plugged in terms; the rule should be using this 
compliance with the facility's compliance with the facility'S terminology more consistently (e.g_, 
Underground Injection Control permit Underground Injection Control permit "geologic sequestration facility"). Mixing 
requirements (or relevant permit requirements (or relevant permit terms makes it harder to interpret what is 
requirements, if any, in the case of a requirements, if any, in the case of a meant. 
facility that is not under the jurisdiction of facility that is not subject to!ffider-tl!e 
the Safe Drinking Water Act), a facility jurisdiction of the Safe Drinking Water 
conducting geologic sequestration subject Act), a geologic sequestration facility 
to the requirements of this subpart may condueliRg geologie sequestration subject 
discontinue complying with §98.442(a) to the requirements of this subpart may 
and §98.442(b) and all other facilities discontinue complying with §98.442(a) 
su bjeclt()!I~!(;qtlirement.s_otJh is slliJp.'lI1'---.J--:a::;:n:d:: ..§28.44 2(b) an~_all other facil ities _ ._..L ___ ~ ____ • __ •. _________ , _~ _______ ........... __.1 

Carbon Sequestration Council 10 bobvanvoorhees@carbonsequcstrationcouncil<org 
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may discontinue complying with this 
subpart. The owner or operator of the 
facility must notify EPA that the injection 
well or wells constituting the facility have 
been plugged in compliance with the 
facility's Underground Injection Control 
permit requirements (or relevant permit 
requirements, if any, in the case of a 
facility that is not under the jurisdiction of 
the Saie Drinking Water Act), and such 
notiJicatiol1 must be certitled as accurate 
by the owner or operator ofthe facility. 
The owner or operator must resume 
reporting iiclr any future calendar year 
during which any activities that are source 
categories of this subpart resume 
operation. 

Recom mended Revisions 

quiremenls oflhis subpart subject to the re 
may discontinu 
subpart. The ow 
facility must no 
well or wells co 
been plugged in 
facility's Unde 
permit requirel 
requirements, i 
facility that is I 
jlirisEli6tioa of 
Act), and such 
certified as ace 
operator of the 
operator must I' 
future calendar 
a6th ities that a 
facility subject 

e complying with this 
ncr or operator of the 
lify EPA that the injection 
nstituting the facility have 
compliance with the 

rground Injection Control 
nenls (or relevant permit 
f any, in the case of a 
lot subject to undert\te 
the Safe Drinking Water 
notification must be 
urate by the owner or 
facility. The owner or 
esume reporting for any 
year during which any 
re seurce categories of 
to this subpart resumes 
~ecting CO2 into the operation by in 

f-cc~ .. ~~--=-c-.-- ... ~ ... -c- _ _ .. _.~_~ __ .+~su~bsur_fa_c_e.~ .... 
(2) If the C02 plume and pressure (2) (i) If the CO 

--------
2 plume aaEi pressure front 

have stabilized and the GS facility has lnTw; stabilized and the GS facility has 
been closed in compliance with the been closed in compliance with the 
facility'S Underground Injection Control facility's Unde rground Injection Control 
permit requirements (or relevant permit pennit requirel nents (or relevant permit 
requirements, if any, in the case of a reqnirements, if any, in the case ofa 
facility that is not under the jurisdiction of facility that is 
t!!e.Safe DrinkingWater ;l.ct),~acili!:t L....J~~~··~~t. 

not subject to liader tae 
the Safe Drinking WJl!~ ___ . 

Carbon Sequestration Council 11 
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Explanation 

If the ""' standards arc essentially the 
same tor the UIC permit and for this 
subpart RR, the demonstration only .. L .•• 

be made one place. 

bobvanvoorhees@carbonsequestralioncouncil.org 
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~~~-~-~~~~"'~""'~~""'-~--~-~-.--~~-'~'----~-~~--~~~~-~-~~-.~-~ ~-~----=--:-~-~ -~~-~.-~-~.~- .~--

EPA Proposal Recommended Revisions Explanation 

f;~;;;ct;~~tiillggc(;Io;li~~~q~:trnliiOl:;m.ay~t}\ci -~--.--+-----~--~~~-~~-~~--~------~~ .... ~ I conducting sequestration may Act) and has met the GS closure 
discontinue complying with the remainder requirements of subsection (3), a facility 
of this subpart. The owner or operator of conducting geologic sequestration may 
the facility must notify EPA that the C02 discontinue complying with the remainder 
plume and pressure fi'ont have stabilized of this subpart. 
and the OS facility has been closed in (ii) The owner or operator of the facility 
compliance with the facility's must notifY EPA that the G02 plume aad 
Underground h,jection Control permit pressure frollt ilave stabilized alld tile OS 
requirements (or relevant permit facility has been closed in compliance with 
requirements, if any, in the case of a the facility's Underground injection 
facility thaI is not under the jurisdiction of Control permit requirements (or relevant 
the Sale Drinking Water Act), and such permit requirements, if any, in the case of a 
notification must be certified as accurate facility that is not subject to Hadef tile 
by the owner or operator o!'the facility. jHrisdietioR of the Safe Drinking Water 
The owner or operator must resume Act), and such notification must he 
rep0l1ing for any filture calendar year certified as accurate by the owner or 
during which any activities that are source operator of the facility. 
categories of this subpart resume (iii) The owner or operator must resume 
operation. reporting for any future calendar year 

during which any activities Iilat are SOHfee 
eategofies of facility subject to this subpart 
resumes operation by injecting CO2 into 
the subsurface~ 

"-.. ~.~.~ ... ~ ... ~ .. ~~~~ .. ~.~ ... -~ ......... ~ .. ~.~~~~~~-~ .--~~~-~-~~~-~ --1-'( 3) EPA shall app~~~~-d-is-c-o-nt~i~,~u:;;atlii~ol;;-l ~o;rf~IWW;e~:bt;;. e;Jlii;e;;v;~e'-tthh~er~;e;,a~;r:~e ttih~~r;e;~e~. 1;;"",:;;",~'hj(m;I;; ••.. ~.;w;;iittlhl I 
reporting if the owner or operator has the closure standard that the EPA ule 
demonstrated, based on the current program proposed for section 146~93(b) of 
understanding of the site, including the proposed Class VI rule~ "Federal 

L--_~~ ___ . __ ~~_~_~ _____ ~~ monitoring data and/or modeling, all of the _ ~B~~liI:ements Under th~~!Ll1d_ergrollnd 

Carbon Sequestration Council 12 bobvanvoorhecs@carbonsequc-slrationcmmcil,org 
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~--+~---~---------
following: 
(A) the estimated magnitude and extent of 
the project footprint (C02 plume and the 
area of elevated pressure) ; 
(B) the estimated location of the detectable 
C02 plume; 
(C) that there is no significant leakage of 
C02; 
(D) that the injected or displaced fluids are 
not expected to migrate in the tuture in a 
manner likely to result in leakage; 
(E) that the il1jeetion wells at the site 
completed into or through the injection 
zone or confining zone are plugged and 
abandoned in accordance with applicable 
requirements; and 
(F) any remaining project monitoring wells 
at the site are being used and managed 
pursuant to a plan approved by the 
applicable Underground Injection Control 
program Director. 

13 

June 11,2010 

Explanation 

-.--.----~=::_::c. ----.-----
Injection Control (UIC) Program for 
Carbon Dioxide (C02) Geologic 
Sequestration (GS) Wells", 73 Fed. Reg. 
43491, 43540-41 (July 25, 200S). First, 
the presumption that monitoring should 
continue for 50 years is unnecessary and 
counterproductive. A straight performance 
standard is preferable to this or any other 
fixed time period because it provides a 
clearer standard and an incentive to 
maximize the understanding of site and 
project performance and as such is more 
protective of USDWs, human health and 
the environment. Second, the proposal 
would require a showing that the C02 
plume has "stabilized", which was left 
undefined. Cessation of plume movement 
is not necessarily essential to show that a 
project poses no threat of endangerment to 
USDWs (or of leakage in the case of this 
subpart RR rule}---plumes that are still 
moving luay, nonetheless, remain 
contained. Instead, it is more protective to 
show that the plume of injected and 
displaced fluids is not expected to migrate 
in the luture in a manner likely to result in 
leakage. Third, the required showing that 
'_'n_o_adQ~iti~ol1ilIIl1()IJit.9!il1gis..n_e_ed."d."d.()~~ 

bobvanvoorhees@carbonsequcstratjoncouncil.org 
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r------~-~---·~~~----------+---------~--------__r_;;n;;;ott ;:;;pr;~o~v~i;di;e;-g!~;u;iidd:a~;n~:e~e;~ ".:~ ~-;;5u;;;.,dk u.:.;~?,T,;: ho~w~-;a;'n~·-~· -j 
operator is to show that no additional 
monitoring is needed. Our recoll1mcuded 
revision provides specific guidance on 
what the operator must show. 

We recommend a standard similar to that 
which we provided in proposed alternative 
language for section 146.93(b) of the 
proposed Ule rule luI' OS because it sets 
jurth detailed criteria, all ofwhieh must be 
satisfied, to demonstrate that the site does 
not pose an cndangermentto USDWs or a 
likelihood ofleakage. The specific criteria 
listed in our proposal here will serve to 
provide ule Directors and EPA with the 
requisite information to make the 
appropriate determination. The advantage 
of this approach is that it establishes clear 
criteria that an operator must demonstrate 
before ohtaining site closure and approval 
to cease reporting hased upon particular 
site characteristics and is, theroIc)re, 
reasonably applicahle to any storage site as 
opposed to a standard hased upon a lixcd
duration. Furthermore, it is more stringent 
than a purely discretionary approach 

L~~.~ ~.~.~~.~.~. ~~~ ~~ ............. ~ .. ~~~~~ __ ~ __ ~_~_~~ __ .... __ ~ .. L~~~~~~~~ ___ ~_. ~.~_~.~ __ ~ll()cause i~e.s.t!llllisll()"-~f>()citi()crjt()ri~tllLlt~~.~ 
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------------------.----.--~~---.~~-~~~-~-

Recommended Revisions Explanation EP A Proposal 

-------------------- ------------------_ ... _----
must be shown before site closure and 
approval to cease rcpoliing may be 

~ 

-.- ... --------.-----------------t-=-;;-;~-.~--------------.L~~~~ci~fi~;;~Irts";:I;;;~d_;;_s~ tl;~----- I §98_:,!:,!:f. GHGs tQ.rS'porL §98.442 GHGs to report~ I These requirements use the 
You must report: You must report: terminology established by the rule to 
(a) Mass of COl received onsite. (a) Mass of C02 received etlSite from ensure consistency of application and 

----;:-:=-----:--_______________ ._._-+-=s.::.ources outside the faci lity. ___ -t.::c:c.I,~!itL ofl1!~.llnin!.L_ .. _ ... _._ .. _ .. _._ ... _ .. _ .. _ .............. _._ .. ___ . __ 
(b) Mass of C(h injected into the 
subsurface. 

I-"::'~~;~Ii;t:~-::.;:;':;;J;;;:ti;;-;;--;;;;-;J;;':;;;:--- ----i ------------------·---·------------I-Th-;;te;;~""lCkfi;~~dii;th;e-propc;:(r;:;;j;;isl I (e) conducting geologic (c) Facilities conducting geologic The term defined in the p. rule is 
sequestration also report: sequestration also report: "leakage," which is the term that should be 
(I) Mass of CO2 produced, if any. (I) Mass of C02 produced, if any. used rather than "leak." 
(2) Mass of CO2 sequestered in the (2) Mass of CO2 sequestered in !fie 
subsurface geologic formation. subsurface geologic formations. 
(3) Mass of CO2 emitted from suhsurface (3) Mass of COl emitted from Stl~ 
leaks. IeaIffi hy leakage. 
(4) Mass oflhgitive and vented CO2 (4) Mass offugitive and vented CO2 

emissions jj-om surface equipment at the emissions from surface equipment at the 
facility if not reported under subpart W of facility if not reported under suhpart W of 
this pal1. this part. 

(5) Cumulative mass of C02 sequestered 
in the subsurface geologic formations since 
the facility became subject to reporting 
requirements under this Subpart. 

EPA should add §98.442(5) OIlGs to 
provide for reporting the cumulative mass 
of C02 sequestered in the subsurface 
geologic formations since the project 
became subject to rep0l1ing requirements 
under this Subpart. Due to the dynamic 
nature of ER projects, it is possible that, at 
times, the mass of C02 sequestered over a 
period of a year may be negative; that is, 
C02 that had previously been injected and 
counted as stored is now produced, even if 
injection has stopped. This may happen in 
the case of C02 floods or water
alternating-gas (WAG) floods, where it 
will take time for the C02 to reach ___ _ _________________ L'-'CC.'-=~'c'c,.,___"'cc_cc,'_"..:.""_'c cc_,","cccc____ _____ J 
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--~~~~--------,-~-:c-~-

EPA Proposal Recornrn ended Revisions 

-~- .. ~, 

-
ting CO2 Injection and 

r~.:.:~:--:"::"::- :--:--:~":~=-:--:---:-~--:--~+:-::-::--:--: -----:-
.§28A43 CalcuiatingC02 Injection and §98A43 Calcula 
Sequestration~ Sequestration. 
(a) A facility must calculate and report the (a) A facility mu st calculate and report the 
annualmttss of CO2 tmnsferred to the annual mass of C :02 traRSHlfred to the 
facility from otfsite sources using the faeility received from sources outside the 

ourees using the procedures in paragraphs (a)(I), (a)(2), and facility-offi;ite s 
(a)(3) of this section. procedures in pa ragraphs (a)(I), (a)(2), and 

·tion. ____ ~ ___ ~ ______ .. _c_-_c_:__:_:::_-_+_'c::a-'-')"":'_3 of this sec --
(I) For each transter point for which flow (I) For each cus tody transfer point for 
is measured using a mass flow meter, you which flow is m easured using a mass flow 
must calculate the total annual mass of meter, you must calculate the total annual 
C02 in a C02 stream transferred onsite mass of C02 in a C02 stream transferred 
from offsite sources in metric tons by onsite /Tom offs ite sources in metric tons 
multiplying the mass flow by the C02 by multiplying t he mass flow by the CO2 
concentration in the !low, according to concentration in the flow, according to 
Equation RR-I of this section. You must Equation RR·~I of this section. You must 

a qualterly. Mass flow and 
ta measurements must be 

collect these data quarterly. Mass flow and collect these dat 
concentration data measurements must be concentration da 
~'---'-"------"---~- _. __ ._-,----

Carbon Sequestration Council 16 

June 11,2010 

"- -- ....... _,_.""-"""",-,,. __ ._ .... _._--
Explanation 

.-,-,,--~-,.--.-~-~ ,,~--.--""'-"'~,-

production wells. Weare cOllcerned that 
reporting of negative allnllal sequestered 
masses could be incorrectly interpreted as 
a failure of the storage capabilities of the 
reservoir. Thus, to reflect the realities of 
such operations, we recommend rep0l1ing 
the cumulative mass of C02 sequestered 
since the GS facility became subject to 
reporting requirements under Subpart RR. 

The rule ,h()1 dd use consistent and 
meaningful terminology. 

bobvanvoorhces@carbonscquestrationcouncil,org 
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'-.~.,.,~ .. ~-"'.-~~~ .. ~""~ - -- ------,--- -,~ .. "' ... ---
EP A Proposal Recommended Revisions Explanation 

----:-~-~---------------~---

made in acco!4ance with § 98:"-4:4:. ____ made in acco!dance with § 98.444. 
(2) For each transfer point for which flow (2) For each custody transfer point for 
is measured using a volumetric flow meter, which flow is measured using a volumetric 
you must calculate the total annual mass of flow meter, you must calculate the total 
C02 in a C02 stream transferred on site annual mass of C02 in a C02 stream 
from offsite sources in metric tons by transferred onsite from offsite sources in 
mUltiplying the volumetric flow at metric tons by multiplying the volumetric 
standard conditions by the CO2 flow at standard conditions by the CO2 
concentration in the flow and the density concentration in the flow and the density 
of C02 at standard conditions, according of C02 at standard conditions, according 
to Equation RR-2 of this section. You to Equation RR-2 of this section. You 
must collect these data quarterly. must collect these data quarterly. 
Volumetric flow and concentration data Volumetric flow and concentration data 
measurements mllst be made in accordance measurements must be made in accordance 
with § 02 add with § 98.444. _0 ____ 

You must C()II()C!t11"-Sl'da~a_C[l1_arterly_. _~ 1--- ------
Mass flow and concentration data 
measurements must be made in accordance 
,-,,::ith~~j.:tLo_o_o~ __ ~ 

--~~---"~- . -.-,-,,-~"'-,.-"'-.. 

(3) To aggregate transfer data at the 
facility level, you must sum the mass of all 
C02 transferred on site from offsite sources 
through all facility transfer points in 
accordance with the procedure specified in 
[~atiS)l1gg:3()f:tllis section. 

°oo~ -- ... _"".- ... ---~"-,, 
(b) A facility must report annually the (b) A facility must report annually the This approach will allow the operator to 
mass of C02 injected in accordance with mass of C02 injected in accordance with propose an alternative approach that 
the procedures specified in paragl~~ ______ the procedures specified in paragraphs 

-"" 
addresses EPA's desire for useful 

CarbOiI Sequestration Council 17 bobvauvoorhees@)carbonscquestrationcouncil.org 
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--~~ ------=-~~-- --~-r-----------

EPA Proposal Recommended Revisions 

(b)(l) through (b)(3) of this section. 

(I) For each point at which the flow of an 
injected C02 stream is measured using a 
mass tlow meter, you must calculate 
annually the total mass of C02 in the C02 
stream injected in metric tOIlS by 

(b)(I) through (b)(3) of this section or 
obtain approval for an alternative reporting 
requirements pursuant to (b)(4) ofthis 
section. 

Ill~iltiplying the mass flo~,,-1Jy the~Q~ __ -,-__ 

Carbon Sequestration Council 18 

June 11,2010 

-~--,------

Explanation 

--'--------:-:::--'---~- -'---------
information while allowing operators to 
take any necessary steps to protect 
sensitive competitive information. 

We are concerned that the annual reporting 
of the mass 0[C02 injected by ER 
operations will create a datapoint that may 
not he easily understood by the general 
public or general media because it will 
include recycled C02 produced with the 
oil and gas stream. We are acting on this 
concern by proposing the revision noted 
here and by seeking the opportunity to 
work with EPA toward the initiation of a 
potential study that addresses the usc of 
C02 from both natural and anthropogenic 
sources in ER operations as a basis t'Or 
determining how to design reporting 
provisions l'Or ER operations that inject 
C02 but do not choose to report under the 
GS facility requirements of this subpart 
RR. 

bobvanvoorhees@,cal'bonsequestrationcouncll.org 
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EPA Pl'Oposal 

concentration in the flow, according to 
Equation RR-4 of this section. You must 
collect these data quarterly. Mass flow and 
concentration data measurements must be 

Recommended Revisions Explanation 

----_._----

lllade in """,wdance with § 98.444-'._.--;0 __ + __ ._. ________ ._. ______ ._. ______ _ 
(2) For each point at which the flow of an 
injected C02 stream is measured using a 
volumetric flow meter, you must calculate 
annually the total mass of C02 in the C02 
stream injected in metric tons by 
multiplying the volumetric flow at 
standard conditions by the C02 
concentration in the flow and the density 
of C02 at standard conditions, according 
to Equation RR5 of this section. You 
must collect these data quarterly. 
V olumetric flow and concentration data 
measurements must he made in accordance 
with 

Carbon Sequestration Council 

---\ .. _---_ ... _--.-._--_.-_ .... _._-
(4) A facility that is required to report We arc very concerned that reporting only 
pursuant to this subpart but is not a GS the gross mass of C02 injected lor ER 
facility may submit to EPA and obtain operations will create a number that will be 
approval of alternative reporting provisions' too easily misunderstood. Therelore we 
designed to provide the net mass of C02 recommend allowing ER operators to 
injected during the year, by quantifYing the establish procedures that will generate the 
mass of C02 produced and recycled for mass of C02 injected net of the mass that 
ER. The details of the calculations in such represents the recycled C02 without 
i!plan may beclaimed as c()nfid~l~tia_I _____ t:<'gtJirilllS su~h()perat0..rsl()comply\Vi~!~IL 
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------:=-----:--::-=-----------,-----------~--------------

Recommended Revisions Explanation 

-------- ------_ ... - . ------.~-------------\-;--:---:-;;:--- -;---;---.---.:-----;;-\-----~------------------~----------
business information, but the total mass of of the reporting requirements for GS 
C02 injected must be reported along with facilities_ 'rhis recommended provision is 
the calculated net mass of C02 injected, designed to accomplish that objective by 

allowing operators to provide additional 
information on a voluntary basis to 
improve the contextual interpretation of 
the reported mass of C02 injected. 

t-~( c;)-IAIIIII-' GGJSS fru;j'iilij~s~nll1t;\";s;tt aalslsDo rreeIP)(o;[rttltihhee -·-----I-(~c» AAllnl1GGSS J'fa;;c;;iilWitltie;ss-rm;;;l;;,srttalS alsoor.re;[p)Oo;ir11;-itlhlee----lSSlhhto;tui!:lddbhee ""lthhe~~ass~)f(;()2-e-,;;-it-tedby--
mass of C02 emitted as fugitive or vented mass of C02 emitted as fugitive or vented leakage" because "leakage" is the defined 
emissions from surface equipment (if this emissions trom surface equipment (if this 
information is not required to be reported information is not required to be reported 
under subpa/1 W of this part), the mass of under subpal1 W ofthis part), the mass of 
C02 produced ( if applicable), the mass of C02 produced (if applicable), the mass of 
C02 emitted from subsurface leakage, and C02 emitted tram sHbsllffaee by leakage, and 
the mass of C02 geologically sequestered in the mass of C02 geologically sequestered in 
accordance with the procedures as specified accordance with the procedures as specified 

term. 

in paragraphs (c)(1) through (c)(4) of this in paragraphs (c)(1) through (c)(4) of this 
I.~s'e,\e~t~io~n~ ... _ .. _~_ .... _ ...... _ .. ____ .~ ___ ~ __ ~ ___ ...... ~-'~p,,~jj,il~{)~n~-___________________________ j---_-.. r .. ---------~~--------........ -.. --
(I) I f you do not report C02 emitted as 
fugitive or vented emissions from surfilCc 
equipment al your facility in the reporting 
year under subpart W oflhis part, you 
must report them under subpart RR of this 
part in accordance with the procedures 
specified in subpart W oflhis part for each 
type of surface equipment. If you report 

J.~ese em i,;,;i,ons_IlI1(](:f_sllbjlll.r:t .. 'I\I()f th i£ __ ~ __________________________________________ ~ .. ____ ... _ .............. __________ _ 
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EP A Proposal 
---.,--~--"'--"~~'-'~.~'~~~'-.--" 

Recommended Revisions Explanation 

f-~ ... ~ ........... " .... '~--' ..... ----:C~-.. '-----:;-'--'--'-+-~ ------.. ---~ .... -~-.-.-~.~.-.~.--.~ ... -.-.-~ ...... -.-.---
part, you do not need to report 

~:'-nissi()!l~~~bpart RR of this.E",arc:.t.~-+ 
(2) You must calculate the annual mass of 
C02 produced from oil or gas production 
wells (if applicable) at the facility tor each 
separator that sends a stream of gas into a 
recycle or end use system in accordance 
with the procedures specified in 
paragraphs (c}(2)(i) through (c)(2)(iii) of 
this 
(iii) To aggregate production data at the 
facility level, you must sum the mass of all 
of the C02 separated at each gas-liquid 
separator at the facility in accordance with 
the procedure specified in Equation RR-9 
of this section. You must assume that the 
total C02 measured at the separator( s) 
represents (100·X)% ofthe total C02 
produced. In order to account lor the X% 
of C02 produced that is estimated to 
remain with the produced oil and gas, you 
must multiply the quarterly mass of C02 
measured at the separator( s) hy (100+ X)%. 
The value of X must be estimated using a 
methodology approved by EPA per your 
MRV plan .. 

(iii) To aggregate production data at t1·~le;---I:XX-;n;~e;~edd~s't.t(;-) bbee~j~fi;;~d-~nt.lo;.~ 1··~C ;p;~r·~e.c~'iiisse~]IIYy· .. ;A-\ss··· I 
facility level, you must sum the mass of all currently proposed, this definition leaves 
of the C02 separated at each gas-liquid the reference for calculating X ambiguous. 
separator at the facility in accordance with The reference, of which X is a percentage, 
the procedure specified in Equation RR-9 could be interpreted as either the C02 
of this section. You must assume that the entering the separator, or the C02 leaving 
total C02 measured at the separator(s) the separator for recycle Or end-use. For 
represents (lOO-X)% of the total C02 Equ. RR-9to be accurate, the reference 
produced. In order to account for the X% must be the C02 separated for recycle or 
o[C02 produced that is estimated to end-use. We recommend that "X" be 
remain with the produced oil and gas, you defined to avoid this ambiguity. 
must multiply the quarterly mass of C02 
measured at the separator( s) by (100+ X)%. 
The value of X must be a ratio, expressed 
as a percentage, of C02 that is expected to 
remain with the produced oil and gas to 
C02 separated for recycle or end-use. The 

L. ............................ •.....••. ............ _ ••. ~ __ ............ _._ •... ~ ....... --'. value of X _ maybe estiI!1itted usj~~.L.. .. _ _ __ ~__".'."" __ "~.'.' .. ' .. ' .. '." .. '.' ..... ''''.'.'.'.... ... ......." 
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r-------------------~ ____ -----------~------~--,__-----____:c_____:_c=_-____________ ------,----------~---~--- -----------------
EPA Proposal Recommended Revisions Explanation 

~--------- -- ~-------- --------------+-----:----:--:----~;_::___;==___c_---+------------- .. -... -
methodology approved by EPA per your 
MRVplan. 

----- --------------c----~---------~~- +-cc-_--c-c----~-----------_:-------_:___-____c-_+=__c:_---~:___=c___;----- ____ ----
(3) You must report the allnual mass of (3) You must report the annual mass of The language used by EPA is too limiting 
C02 that is emitted from each leakage C02 that is emitted from eash by leakage and appears to presume that leakage 
pathway identified in your MRV piau. pathway idefltifie£!-in accordance with your pathways will always be discrete items. 
You must calculate the total annual mass MRV plan. You must calculate the total Leakage pathways are most useful in 
of C02 emitted hom all leakage pathways annual mass of C02 emitted from all approaching risk assessments. 
at the facility in accordance with the leakage pathways at the facility in 
procedure specified in Equation RR-I 0 of accordance with the procedure specified in 
lilis~(:t_io_n~. ___________ ----------f-C'!'.( -lll_~tiQI!~R~R~-lIIQ I ().<:o'ff_~th:Jii_il.s ~~'!!c_~ ____ ~~ __ I ___ ~ _______ . ____________ .~______________ __ ______ _I 
(4) You must report the annual mass of 
C02 that is sequestered in the subsurface 
geologic formation in the reporting year in 
accordance with the procedures specified 
in paragraphs (c)(4)(i) and (c)(4)(ii) of this 
section. 
-"""~-.~--~---". -" 

(i) GS facilities that are conducting 
enhanced recovery operations and that are 
actively producing oil or natural gas must 
calculate the annual mass of C02 that is 
sequestered in the underground suhsurface 
tnnnation in the reporting year in 
accordalll;.t.:.."'!th the Pf(lc.t.:.clll~e specified in 

Carbon Sequestration Council 

:-:::c·:;---;:--::-:-c ____________ ;-:---;------------ --f-:o::---------;--::-____ ---~---~------------~---~-
(i) GS facilities that are conducting We recommend this revision to address the 
enhanced recovery operations and GS circumstances where a OS facility is 
facilities that are-actively producing oil or producing oil or natural gas without truly 
natural gas must calculate the annual mass engaging in business as usual ER. This 
of C02 that is sequestered in the would include wells falling within our 
underground subsurface formation in the recommended Class lI(b)(5) category. See 
rellorting year in accordance 'Y_ilil.JQ,,-_ MSD Recommendatioll otQl;t()~~r2L ___ . __ _ 
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EPA Proposal 
-:::--- --------,--_._-----------_.-._--_._-----

Recommended Revisions Explanation 

Equatk~~-RR---I-J oft-h-is-s-ec-t-io-n-:-----·-+-procedure -specified in Equation R·C"R---ll-of-=---+---20-il9-.-------------·--·---------·-··· 

this section. 

C02 - C021 - C021' C02E - C02F1- C02FI' 
(Eq. RR-11) 
Where: 
C02 Total annual C02 mass sequestered 
in the subsurface geologic formation 
(metric tons) at the facility in the reporting 
year. 
C021 = Total annual CO2 mass injeeted 
(metric tons) at the facility in the reporting 
year. 
C021' =. Total annual CO2 mass produced 
(metric tons) at the facility in the reporting 
year. 
C02E 'rotal annual CO2 mass emitted 
( metric tOilS) from the subsurface geologic 
formation in the reporting year. 
C02F1 o. 'rotal annual CO2 mass emitted 
(metric tons) as fugitive or vented 
emissions from equipment located on the 
surface between the now meter used to 
measure injection quantity and the 
injection wellhead. 
C02F"'o Total annual CO2 mass emitted 
~tTic ts)r!~<t.sfugiti~~ or ,\'e.nted ~ ... __ ~ 

Carbon Sequestratioll Council 

C(h-o·-C-,0-;~=-C-0-2-P --C-;-0-21-' -_-C-.0-2-Fl-=-C=-.. (7)-2F-,,-+-:T::Ohis ;houldbe i.i;e amo~l~tof(i)1 recei~~a-
(Eq, RR-II) by the facility less the amount emitted 
Where: rather than this complicated approach that 
C02 = Total annual C02 mass sequestered fails to give credit tor the amount bound up 
in the subsurface geologic formations in the system. 
(metric tons) at the facility in the reporting 
year. 
C021 = 'rotal annual C02 mass injected 
(metric tons) at the facility in the reporting 
year. 
C02!' = Total annual C02 mass produced 
(metric tons) at the facility in the reporting 
year. 
C02E = Total annual C02 mass emitted 
(metric tons) from the subsurface geologic 
formation in the repOiting year. 
COm = Total annual CO2 mass emitted 
(metric tons) as fugitive or vented 
emissions from equipment located on the 
surface between the tlow meter used to 
measure injection quantity and the 
injection wellhead. 
C02FI' = Total annual CO2 mass emitted 
(metric tons) as fugitiv~or v~l!ted ____ _ 

23 

There may be multiple ir\jection zones or 
intervals at anyone OS facility, 

Equation RR-Il computes the mass of 
C02 sequestered annually. There are times 
in the life of an ER pr(~jcct, however, when 
the amount of C02 produced will exceed 
the amount injected, Mathematically the 
equation would generate a negative 
number for the facility during those times 
even though there is no lailurc in the 
containment properties of the reservoir, 
and no loss of C02 is occurring. EPA 
should recognize and discuss this issue in 
the preamble to the final rule and in any 
published materials that include data 
reported by ER facilities. 

bobvanvoorhees@carbonsequestrationcouncil.org 
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"""~~----""~.~~ ... " .. ~- ~~-:-----cc--+-"---"--"-"'-----:-~~o----"------"--+-~-----"--"--"-----~------"-"-"-"--~----"-I 

emissions from equipment located on the emissions from equipment located on the 
surface between the production wellhead surface between the production wellhead 
and of the now meter used to measure and of the now meter used to measure 
Q!oduction quant ity - --"---~-c-c-___ I-,,-plr:co=duction qnant~. ____ ~ _____ + __________________ " "-_"".".".".".""-~.""~.-" -"-"-""- I 
(ii) GS facilities that are not actively 
producing oil or natural gas must calculate 
the annual mass o[C02 that is sequestered 
in the subsurface geologic tormation in the 
reporting year in accordance with the 
procedures specified in Equation RR-12 of 

Wt,l!hg;is _st:~o·~·:~ ",--:-:---~--c=c:-~=--:-"~----~-+------~-~--------~----- ---+--------"---"-~----~ -----"---~-" -"----""---j 
C02 C02ICChE-Cthl(Eq. RR-12) 
Where: 
CO2 Total annual C02 mass sequestered 
in the subsurface geologic formation 
(metric tons) at the lacility in the reporting 
year. 
C021 = Total allnual C02 mass injected 
(metric tOllS) at the Jacility in the reporting 
year. 
C021i - Total annual CO2 mass emitted 
(metric tons) thlln the subsurface geologic 
/()rmation in the reporting year. 
C02FI =Total annual CO, mass emitted 
(metric tons) as thgitive or vented 
emissions fi-cnn equipment located on the 
surface between the now meter used to 
1l1"llSlI!,,-i-,ljecti()!l<:llJ!l!1l~xand th,, ___ _ 
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------
EI) A P.-oposal 

~ .. -"--,,-.. ~,,-~.,, ... -""-,-----~~--,-

in' ection wellhea d. 

§ 98.444 MOllito 
requirements. 

-" .. ""~~"'-.,~".- .. 

ring and QA/OC 

must adhere to the (a) All reporters 
requirements and 
(a) in this sectiOl 
direction Of orde 
method of measn 

procedures in paragraph 
1 if there has been no EPA 
r specifYing a preferred 
rem en!. 

"~~---"-,,-- --"'-~ 

(1) You must de termine the quantity 
llowing the most transferred by fb 

appropriate of th 
(i) A reporter ca 
clIstody transfer 
facility boundary 
pfocessing opera 
(ii) If you took 0 

commercial tran 

e following procedures: 
n measure quantity at the 
meter installed at the 
prior to any subsequent 

lions at the facility. 
wnership of the CO2 in a 
saction,1'.2l1 can use the 

Carbon Sequestration Council 

Recommended Revisions 

---- -"--_._-""'-------

(iii) GS facilities that produce a fluid other 
than oil or natural gas from the injection 
zone within the area of review lur any 
purpose must follow the procedures 
specitied in Equations RR-7 through RR-
II with C02P "' Total annual C02 mass 
produced (metric tons) in any produced or 
extracted fluid stream at the facility in the 
reporting year. 

"""------,~--.---"'-

(I) You must the mass of CO2 

received fi'om sources outside the facility 
qHafltity tffiflsferred by following the most 
appropriate of the following procedures: 
(i) A reporter can measure ftOOlHity mass at 
the custody transfer meter installed at the 
facility boundary prior to any subsequent 
processing operations at the facility. 

! Oi) lfyou took ownershi[l of the CO2 in a 

25 
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Explanation 

It is conceivable that (is facilities not 
engaged in the production of oil and 
natural gas will find it either desirable or 
necessary to produce tluids from the 
injection zone that contain some levels of 
CO2. However unlikely, such activitjes 
might include desalination projects, 
remedial actions, or pressure adjustments. 
Adding this provision would serve to 
capture any data on produced C02 under 
such 

We recommend use orthis consistent 
terminology to promote better 
understanding oflhe requirements. 

bobvanvoorhecs@}carbonsequestrationcouncil,org 
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R ecommended Revisions 

.-~,--~.--~--,-,.--------c:-::-:--:--+-

quantity data from the sales contract if it is rcial transaction, you can use the 
a olle-time transactioll or from invoices or 
manifests if it is an ongoing commercial 
transaction with discrete shipments. 

(2) The point of measurement the 
quantity injected is specified in paragraphs 
(a)(2)(i) and (a)(2)(ii) of this sectioll. 

'~'''~~~-'--~~.'-'''--'''''~''''~'- .~ .... -.---,-, 
(i) For facilities regulated hy the 
Underground Injection Control program, 
the point of measurement is the flow meter 
installed at the facility you already use to 
comply with the flow monitoring and 
reporting provisions of your Underground 

y mass data from the sales contract 
comme 
<j{lantit 
if it is a 
invoice 
com me 
shi me 

one-time transaction or from 
s or manifests if it is an ongoing 
rcial transaction with discrete 
nts. 

----~ -_._---," 
(2) The 
of CO2 

'fuantit 

point of measurement for the mass 
injected into the suhsurfacc 

y illjeeted is specified in paragraphs 
l.andJi1}{2)(ii) of this secti()t1,~ {<i)QKi 

,Injection Co-'!tt:2l£t:'rmit. ~'----c----'i--~~ 
(ii) For facilitics not regulated by the 

- ._-"-,--"",,. 

Underground Injection Control program 
because they are outside of Safe Drinking 
Water Act jurisdiction, the point of 
measurement is the flow meter installed at 
the facility you already use to comply with 
the flow monitoring and reporting 
provisions ofyoUf relevant permit. Ifno 
such requirement exists, the point of 
measurement is the flow meter installed 

_closest to the point of injection at 2'ccoccu,-r __ ~L 
""-.~ .. ,,-,-,,-"' .. "~,,-.. " 
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Explanation 

We recommend use of this consistcnt 
terminology to promote bettcr 
understanding of the requirements. 

No comment 

No comment 

bobvanvoorhees@carbonsequestrationcouncil.org 
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"----~-,--"'""-,,-~"''''-~-'"'- .-" .. ~~~,,~.-"'~" "~~"---"-~""" ' 

EPA Pl"Oposal Recommended Revisions Explanation 

f,;;::illi~ .------- --"--------,- _~,~N·"·· __ N,,_"~'." 

--~.-,--~----,~ .. -- cc-:--------~----- - --~~--

(3) You must determine the quantity (3) You must determine the mass of CO2 We recommend use of this consistent 
injected hy using a flow meter or meters. injected into the subsurface quantity terminology to promote bettcr 

•• 4 by using a flow meter or meters. understanding of the 1~Jt:emen(s. _ .. __ . ___ ._ - .. -~,,-,---,-,--- .. --"""'~"'-~,,-,,--,,~----,,-,,- .. -, .. 

(4) You must operate and calibrate all flow No commcnt 
meters used to measure quantities rcported 
in §98~443 according to the following 

"~''' __ ''''''N'''''''_ ' ""',,"- """" -"'" 

(i) You must use an appropriate standard No comment 
method published by a consensus-based 
standards organization if such a method 
exists. Consensus-based standards 
organizations include, but are not limited 
to, the following: ASTM International, the 
American National Standards Institute 
(ANSI), the American Gas Association 
(AGA), the American Society of 
Mechanical Engineers (ASME), the 
American Petroleum Institute (API), and 
the North American Energy Standards 
130anljNA ES B). 

~ -,~,~-.,---,,-,-~--- --""-"-'-~ .---.----~---.'" ."--~ 

(ii) Where no appropriate standard method No comment 
developed by a consensus-based standards 
organi~ation exists, you must follow 
industry standard practices. -.-;-----.----- ----------------- -~,-,-. ---------~------~-~-

(iii) You lUust ensure that any flow meter No comment 
_c<I.lil'ratiolls performed are NIST traceable. 
J21Y ou mu~ deterllli_Il<:_concentration of (5) You must determine concentration of _ Need consi~tency ofterminol2lll toa~()icl __ . 
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" "--"---,---------- ------------"""T-----""------~-------- ---"-"---
EPA Proposal Recommended Revisions Explanation 

--"-------~"------"--;:-;:___-;----""-- --- -;::c;::------;"---;--;c------"----"t--"-;:-.-------"--"-"----------"---""---- i 
the transfelTed CO2 stream by following the CO2 streams received from sources confusion 
the most appropriate of the following outside the facility hy followil1g using the 
procedures: most appropriate of the following 

procedures: 
------------"-;----:::-::;- "-"-"-TL'-'-~-'-'-'-'-'---"---"---"--"- --+c----"~ "--------------.-"---.-----
(i) A reporter can sample the CO2 stream at No comment 
the point oflransfer and measure its 
concentration. 
-------- -::--7""""-+---"--' ------------------ -r:-:--.--------"--- ---.-----"---".-----

(Ii) If you took ownership of the CO2 in a No comment 
commercial transaction for which the sales 
contract was contingent on CCh 
concentration, and if the supplier of the 
CO2 sampled the C02 stream and measured 
its concentration per the sales contract 
terms, you can use the CO2 concentration 
data 11'om the sales contract. 
"------.-----'----- --+--"C""-::-----"--7""""--:---"C"----c-c-----"------+"C"""-- --.----~--"-. "."""--"---------
(6) You must determine the CO2 (6) You must determine the CO2 Operators should be able to make 
concentration of the injected C02 stream concentration ofthe C02 stream injected appropriate ehoices about the point of 
by measuring immediately dowllstream of into the subsurface by measuring sampling to determine concentrations of 
the now meter as specitied in paragraph immediately upstream or downstream of C02, This is particularly important t()r 
(a)(2)0) or (a)(2)(ii) of this section the flow meter as specitied in paragraph EOR operations, where wells arc often fed 

(a)(2)(i) or (a)(2)(ii) of this section. by lines coming fj"om a comlllon manifold 
in the field. Lines running fj"om a 
separation unit will carry the C02 to the 
location of the manifold, Operators should 
be able to select an appropriate location for 
sampling that is between the exit from the 
separator unit and the injection well. As 

" ______________ "_" _______ "" __ ~_..L ___________________ "_ Jg!lg as the C02 rem~~~~\\'ithin!l~IQ.se_'j __ 
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~.--- .-.--.--~.-.. --~,.....-----.---------- -.-,.----... - ... -.-~-.. -.-~- .. _-_._--
EI' A Pmposal Recommended Revisions Explanation 

.... -.--~-.~- .. ---.-.-.. - .. ----+-. ··------~--·····-----~-·--ldjSiriJj~ti~~Stem:_ih~·;;:;-e8~e(j---··-... --\ 
• distrihution system, the 

concentration will remain appropriate tt)r 
all of the injection wells being fed even 
though there may be some variation in 
concentration from well to well. The 
concentration of the C02 being delivered 
to all of the wells will capture the level 
necessary to determine the mass of C02 

f.:::c:-;;-~-...---- .......... ·-:--··--~·-:---:;:--·I_·:·:~_:··:;-_____ -;-;-____ ... ;-;--;-;-_._.: __ t~bc"eiJ.l£. injected .. --_.~ .. ____ . _____ .... . 
(7) [fyou measure the concentration of any (7) If you measure the concentration of any We recommend using language similar to 
CO, quantity for reporting, you must use C02 quantity for reporting, you must use 98.444(a)( 4)(i) to provide Hexibility to use 
methods that conform to applicable an appropriate standard method published any appropriate consensus-based 
chemical analytical standards. Acceptable by a consensus-based standards standards. The AST'M method cited by 
methods include U.S. Food and Drug organization if such a method exists. Such EPA is titled "Standard Guide le)r Purity of 
Administration food-gmde specifications methods include, but are not limited to, the Carbon Dioxide Used in Sllpercriticai 
for C02 (sec 21 CFR J 84.1240) and following: U.S. Food and Drug Fluid Applications". It is intended It)r the 
ASTM standard E 174 7-95(Reapproved Administration food-grade specifications quantification of impurities in CO, used 
2005) Standard Guide for Purity of Carbon for CO2 (see 21 CFR 184.1240); ASTM for supercritical fluid extraction (requiring 
Dioxide Used in Supercritical Fluid standard EI747-95(Reapproved 200S) FDA approval) or lor supercritical 
Applications (incorporated by reference, Standard Guide for Purity of Carbon chromatography. Such a method will not 
see §98.7). Dioxide Used in Supercritical Fluid be appropriate for its intended application 

Applications (incorporated by reference, to many of the indllslrialuses 
see §98.7); OPA Standard 2261-00 contemplated under this subpart, i.e. 
"Analysis for Natural Gas and Similar quantilying CO2 in EOR or GS streams. 
Gaseous Mixtures by Gas ASTM E1747-95 should not be required in 
Chromatography"; and GPA Standard all cases. The method measures impurities 
2 J 77-03 "Analysis of Natural Gas Liquid in purified C02 for compliance with Food 
Mixtl!EcS Contalllillg NitE()gen an~(:arbon_. and 12rug AdministEll!i()Il..X"'lllir<':Il1C!lts, ....... . 
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,------~-~----~--------------~----

EPA Proposal Recommended Revisions 

. ~,,~~"'~-~- " .. ~"-,~" .. ,,.-.------ ---_ ... 
Dioxide by Gas Chromatography" 

-... ~"". --".,~.". --- --,-" , -"' -- --~ 

(8) You must determine the transferred (8) You mllst determine the tf-ansferred 
CO2 concentration and flow quarterly. CO2 concentration and flow of the CO2 

streams received from sources outside the 
facility quarterlY~~____ _ _______ 

(9) You must sample the injected CO2 (9) You must sample lIHH-Hjeeted-GO. 
concentration and calculate the flow 6onecntration and determine the CO2 
quarterly. concentration of the CO2 stream injected 

into the subsurface and calculate the flow 
quarterly. 

-~--"~"-,,. - ---- ...... _-"-,,,. 
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------------
Explanation 

The metho d is not appropriate for most 
C02 uses. industrial 

EPA shoul 
to remove 

d amend the citation in 98.7 (39) 
the reference to ASTM EI747 
nd replace it with references to 
cable standards as shown .. EPA 

95(2005) a 
more appli 
should also specify that, similarly to the 

othcr standards, repOliers lIIay 
ecent versions of published 

citation of 
use more r 
standards il 1 accordance with industry 
practices aI ld available instrumentation. 

"11; . --:----:--------c--c-~""--~- ------"--" 
sion should be revised to adopt liS proVI' 

consistent t erminology" 

--,,~,~.---.--_~~ ___ ,~_''''''~'''''''''''''''' "" ... ,," "" "'~'0""'_""" __ "_" 

There is no indication in the wording ofthc 
rule or in t 
samples ta 

he preamble of whether multiple 
ken during a quarter should be 

averaged t o obtain the quarterly C02 
concentrati on for reporting purposes. We 

at to be the case hut ask illr presume th 
contirmati on in the rcsponsc to comments. 

ense to averagc multiple data 
Tive at the most representative 

It makes s 
points to a! 

number. We recommend llse of un 
arithmetic mean. 

bobvanvoorhecs@carbollsequcstrationcoul1cil.org 
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.. -----~.~.-.. ~~~-~-.---.-;--;-;-. 
(l 0) You must use the same calcu lation 
methodology throughout a reporting period 
unless you provide a written explanation of 
why a change in methodology was 

req uired. .~.~ __ ~_.~~ ____ ~. __ +=-:-__ ~... . .. -:---::c::c 
(II) If you measure the flow of the CO2 (I J) If you measure the flow of the CO2 

transferred or injected with a volumelric tffiflSfeffet! received or injected wilh a 
!low meler, you shall convert all measured volumetric !low meter, you shall convert 
volumes of carbon dioxide to lhe following all measured volumes of carbon dioxide to 
standard industry temperature and pressure the fbllowing standard industry 
conditions for use in equations RR-2 and lemperature and pressure conditions for 
RR-5: standard cubic meters al a use in equations RR-2 and RR-5: standard 
temperature of 60 degrees Fahrenheit and cuhic meters at a temperature of 60 
at an absolute pressure of I atmosphere. degrees Fahrenheit and at an absolute 

pressure of J atmosphere. 

June 11,2010 

We understand that this would include lhe 
use of averaging as appropriate to arrive at 
quarterly numbers. 

t-::-:---~ ------.~, ..... _ .. _--. 
We support EPA's specification of 
industry standard conditions in subpart RR 
and requests that EPA clear up potential 
confusion with other subparts by re-stating 
that the same industry standard conditions 
(60F and I atmosphere) should be used for 
all flow and concentration measurements 
for all subparts (lfthe MRR, including 
subpart RR. Such an approach is consistent 
with industry measurement standards cited 
by EPA throughout the MRR and it will 
minimize the burden of recalculation and 
inadvertent quanlification errors. 

At the same time, EPA needs to understand 
that, in practice many states specify 
reporting pressure and temperature 
standards (see attached IOGCC summary 
of reporting requirements Note that, 
although this document specifically 
addresses natural gas, it is also applied to 
CO2 volumes reported to slate regulatory 

__ -,-e~n.tili"~l· The~~!S....!i!e gerl(;fally~~_~ 
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-----~.-.-.-.--~~ .. -
EP A Proposal Recommended Revisions Explanation 

(b) GS facilities must additionally submit 
an MRV plan to EPA, receive approval 
lI'om EPA, and adhere to the requirements 
and jJfocedu~~sit~paragr.1lJlI.l.i/)2.Cl[ this .. 

Carbon Sequestration Council 32 

~-----~-t-:-tl;-lo-u-s-an-dC-sofC;;bic feel. Cons-e~q;;;;-nt-ly-, the-

volume numbers reported to EPA under 
subpart RR will appear in some cases to 
disagree with volumes reported to state 
agencies under the ule program for the 
same facilities and time periods. Numbers 
reported on a mass basis will be the same. 
Accordingly, EPA should consider 
carefilily whether it makes sense to publish 
reported volumes along with mass 
numbers. Whenever volumes are 
published, EPA should include a qualifier 
to note that wherever reported volumes 
appear to be different under different 
programs, these differences may only 
represent different standardization 
requirements thal apply under the 
respective repOlting regimes. EPA should 
address this issue in the preamble to the 
rule and filrther recognize that state 
repOlting requirements are linked not only 
to operations reporting but also to 
reporting for tax purposes. 

bobvanvoorhecs@carbonsequcstralioncouncil.org 
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····~~_N_~._.'_.~~~·_·~._._ 

EPA Proposal Recommended Revisions Explanation 

~----.-. 

sectiou. 
-~--~--------" ~'··'~'~· __ ~"·~»·~_"'~"·~~N"~~~_""'~~·'.'·"" __ 

(\) You must adhere to paragraphs (a)(I) 
. !III:<')llg~ (a}Q!J 0 fll1!~.".e(;t~Oll:_..__. 

"---,,-,-,,-"'--~--~.- .. -,~,---,-.. ---~. ~--. ...~--~---"~,,--~-, 

(2) For reporters who arc not required to 
report the quantity of CO, emitted as 
fugitive Of vented emissions from surface 
equipment at the injection site under 
subpart W ofthis part, and are thereby 
required to report fugitive and vented 
emissions from surface equipment under 
this subpart, monitoring and QAIQC 
requirements tor these data should be 
tollowed in accordance with procedures 
specified insub£!I.r!.W,<:>fthis part. ... -~~-'-~,"' 

(3) The point of measurement for the 
quantity of CO, produced from oil or 
natural gas production wells at the GS 
ta.cility is a flow meter directly 
downstream of each separator that sends a 
stream of gas into a recycle or end use 
JlYstem.~ ___ "_ .. ~._ ... __ .. 

----------'"~ .. ---"--,-,---"'~"'~,,~ .. -,-"-
(4) The point of measurement for the Sampling for purposes of establishing CO2 
concentration of the stream of CO2 concentration levels should occur either 
produced is directly downstream of each upstream between the separator and this 
separator that sends a stream of gas into a meter or downstream of this meter even if 
recycle or end usc system. individual wells are titted with separate 

flow meters. It would be unnecessarily 

-----.- ... -~-... -----...... --- _. __ . difficult and costl.\: to attempt t(j ob~llir'....._. 
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-----------------------
Recommended Revisions Explanation 

---~----------~-~ ---------+------
(5) You must sample the produced CO, 

concentration levels at individual wells. 
Obtaining the concentration after the 
stream exits the separator should be 
suftlcient to be representative if there are 
no further actions designed to alter that 
concentration. -- ~""""~'~'~'"~---''''~''''''-'''-''-~"~~~'~''-''''''''' 

We understand the term "produced C02" 
concentration and flow quarterly. 

(6) A reporter must the procedures 
outlined in the most recent MRV plan 
submitted to and approved by EPA to 
determine the quantity of CO2 emitted 
11'om the subsurface geologic formation 
and the percent of CO, that is estimated to 
remain with the produced oil and natural 
)as. 
----- --------------;-:--

(cl For 2011, a facility that is subject to 
this rule only because of a CO2 injection 
well( s) that does not meet the detlnition of 
GS facility in §98.440(c) may follow the 
provisions of §98.3(d)( I) through (3) for 
best available monitoring methods rather 
thanl()IIO\,:~he mOllitoring r~guireme_llts of 
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to he the C02 that is separated out of an oil 
or gas stream for recycle or for an cnd use 
as C02. Wc do not understand this term to 
mean the C02 that may remain in any oil, 
gas, or other stream sent off site for end 

---------+----------.. ~------------------

bobvanvoorhees@carbonscquestratiollcouncil<org 
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~.. ..~~~-.-~~.-.~~~~-~~~~~~~,--~ ____ -~~-.....-,-,-----~-~-,-~--~~-~.~-~~~-~C~~~~-C~··~~--····~~-··-~-·~~··········--, 
El' A Proposal Recommended Revisions Explanation 

.---.. ~--~-~.~.~~-~.~~cc---c---+-~--------------1--.--.. -.-.. -.--.. ~ ............... ---... -..................... ~--j 
this section. For purposes of this subpart, 
any reference to the year 2010 in 

§28,}.@tl)thr()lIgI1(31shalLmean 2()l.L--t;(d)AliflC,w~nei:ers mliSti;e(;pe;rate;d~·---1~TI;enU!eSh(;uJ(Jrec~g:;;i~~.eti;c;;ee;ji;; ................... . (d) All flow meters must be operated (d) All flow meters must be operated The rule should the need to 
continuously. continuously except as necessary for allow for responding to failures, 

maintenance and calibration. maintenance and calibration. 
~.~.... . .. ~ ....... ~ ........ ~."O.--~~-;----;~--;:-~-+===~==-"==-.-----.~ .----.-.. ~.~~---.~-~~.~-~ ..... ~.- .. . 
(e) If you measure the flow of the C02 We support EPA's specification of 
produced with a volumetric flow meter, industry standard conditions in subpart HR 
you shall convert all measured volumes of and requests that EPA clear up potential 
carbon dioxide to the following standard confusion with other subparts by re~stating 
industry temperature and pressure that the same industry standard conditions 
conditions for use in equation RR-8: (60F and I atmosphere) should be used for 
standard cubic meters at a temperature of all flow and concentration measurements 
60 degrees Fahrenheit and at an absolute for all subparts oftha MRR, including 
pressure of I atmosphere. subpart RR. Such an approach is consistent 

with industry measurement standards cited 
by EPA throughout the MRH and it will 
minimize the burden of recalculation and 
inadvertent quantification errors. 
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At the same time, EPA needs to understand 
that, in practice many states specify 
repOiting pressure and temperature 
standards (see attached 10GCC summary 
of reporting requirements Note that, 
although this document specifically 
addresses natural gas, it is also applied to 
C;<:2~\,oJlIlll~sr~()r((!~I()st~te reglllal()ry ... 

bobvanvoorhees@carbol1scquestrationCOUll~il.org 
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EPA Proposal 
------,------------ ... __ .. _-. 

Recommended Revisions Explanation 

--- ... --.---.------... --.. ~:___t_-
§98.445 Procedures for estimating missing 
data . 

. (il)_~ conlQl~te recor:,d.oJ all measu~.c.e""d __ ~ __ 

Carbon Sequestration Council 36 

entities). The units arc Iy in 
thousands of cubic feet. Consequently, the 
volume numbers reported to EPA under 
subpart RR will appear in some cases to 
disagree with volumes reported to state 
agencies under the lJlC program j()!' the 
same jacilities and time periods. Numbers 
reported on a mass basis will be the same. 
Accordingly, EPA should consider 
carefully whether it makes sense to publish 
reported volumes along with mass 
numbers. Whenever volumes are 
published, EPA should include a qualifier 
to note that wherever repotted volumes 
appear to be different uuder different 
programs, these differences may only 
represent different standardization 
reqltirements that apply under the 
respective reporting regimes. EPA should 
address this issue in the preamble to the 
rule and further rccognize that state 
reporting requiremeuts are linked not only 
to operations reporting but also to 
reporting for tax purposes. 

----- -=c---~·c····-···~· --~-; 

The approved MVR plan may deal with 
any need for tailoring these procedures on 
a site-specific ba~ill.:.Jf2'()I1_jbllow the ___ ._ 

bobvanvoorhees(cycarbonseques trat ionc(}unci I. org 
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-~-----~~.---.. ~-~-~-------.~~+--~~--~~-~--.---.-
parameters used in the GHG quantities 
calculations is required. Whenever the 
quality assurance procedures for all 
facilities covered under this subpart cannot 
be followed to measure flow and 
cOllcentratioll, the most appropriate of the 
following missing data procedures must be 
followed if EPA has not specified a 
preferred procedure: 
(I) A quarterly quantity of C02 injected 
that is missing must be estimated using the 
quantity of C02 injected from the nearest 
previous period of time at a similar 
injection pressure. 
(2) A quarterly quantity of new C02 
transferred onto the facility nom offsite 
that is missing must be estimated using the 
quantity of new C02 now based on 
supplier data or supplier-operated now 
meters. 
(3) A quarterly concentration value that is 
missing must be estimated using a 
concentration value II'om the nearest 
previous time period. 
(b) A complete record of all measured 
parameters used in the GHG quantities 
calculations is required. Whenever the 
.'I!lal ~)lassllf~lce J.)rocedure~ fOl:!lI~!!itie~ 
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June II, 2010 

-;-~-... -~-.-.~--.-.----~-~ 
approved plan you will cover all the 
reporting needs and can reach agreement 
with EPA on appropriate procedures for 
estimating data. 

bobvanvoorheesCcycarbonscqucstrationcQUllCil,org 
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r~~~~'~~-·· 

EPA Proposal 

.. --~.-.-.. ~~~~~ .. -'~~-~c--~' 
conducting GS cannot be followed, the 
most appropriate ofthe following missing 
data procedures must be followed: 
(I) For any values associated with fugitive 
or vented C02 emissions Ii-om surface 
equipment at the facility that are reported 
in this supbart, missing data estimation 
procedures should be followed in 
accordance with those specified in subpart 
W of this parI. 
(2) The annual quantity of C02 produced 
fi'om the subsurface geologic formation 
that is missing must be estimated 
according to the lollowing: 
(i) Iran applicable procedure was included 
in the reporter's MRV plan submitted to 
EPA, that procedure must be applied. 
(ii) If the procedure included in the 
reporter's MRV plan is not applicable, or if 
the reporter did not include a procedure in 
the MRV plan, the reporter must estimate 
annual quantity of C02 produced by 
subtracting the annual quantity of C02 
translcrred onsitc from oHsite fi'om the 
annual quantity of C02 injected. 
(3) The annual quantity 0[C02 emitted 
from the subsurface geologic tormation 

."lllll,st he .e"t~llat':'<l.f~ll().'v~ the [>!()£<;'d~ure 
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- ... --------=c=---~~~c--~~~_,_~_=_~~~_::__::_:c:____:_c~~~_r_~---------=----:-------.~ ----~ 

EPA l)roposal Recommended Revisions Explanation 

I-:----:--;--:-:-----:-----~·----c--:__:===:-__:------------j-------------------------------------- --------------------------------
included in the reporter's MRV plan 
submitted to EPA, 
(4) All other missing data procedures as 
outlined in your approved MRV plan must 
be {(,lIowed. 
------------------------------;;c-;::;::--;-.-;:-;:::-c-----,-;----:--:--c-----I-;c:::-;:-;:~_;:_;;::_-_;;__--------------
§98,446 Data reporting requirements, §98,446 Data reporting requirements. §98.3(c)(4) For facilities, report annual 
In addition to the information required by In addition to the information required by emissions of C02, CH4, N20, and each 
§98.3(c), report the information listed in §98.3(c), report the information listed in fluorinated GHG (as defined in § 98,6) as 
this section, Facilities that are subject to this section. Facilities that are subject to follows: 
this rule only because of CO2 injection tllis rule part 98 only because of CO2 (i) Annual emissions (excluding biogenic 
wells and that do not meet the definition of injection wells and that do not meet the C02) aggregated fl,r all GHG 11'om all 
GS facility in §98,440(c) do not report the definition ofGS facility in §98.440(c) do applicable source categories in subparts C 
information in §98.3(c)(4), not report the information in §98.3(c)(4), through JJ of this part and expressed in 

metric tons of C02e calculated using 
Equation A-I ofthis subpart. 
(ii) Annual emissions ofbiogcnic C02 
aggregated for all applicable source 
categories in subparts C through JJ of this 
part. 
(iii) Annual emissions from eaeh 
applicable source category in subparts C 
through JJ of this part, expressed in metric 
tons of each GlIG listed in paragraphs 
(c)(4)(iii)(A) through (c)(4)(iii)(E) of this 
section. 
(A) Biogenic C02. 
(B) C02 (excluding biogenic C02), 

__________ ~ ____ ~ ______ ~_~ ________________ ~~~~~ ___ ~_~ ___ (C)C::c'l,-,-!4.:.:..~ ____ ~_ .. ________ ~ ____ _ 
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"""-"~-"--~--""-""------"-"-"""-""-------"- "----------------,.-.-----.--.--... "-"~-------... ~~-----

EPA Proposal 

(a) For each transter point flow meter 
(mass or volumetric), report: 
(I) CO, ()uantity transferred onsite 
(metric tons or standard cubic meters, as 
appropriate) in each qUa!1er. 
(2) CO, concentration in flow (volnme or 
wI. % CO2/1 00) in each quarter. 
(3) If a volumetric flow meter is used, 
volumetric tlow rate at standard 
conditions (standard cubic meters) in each 
quarter. 
(4) If a mass flow meier is used, mass flow 
rate (metric lOllS) in each qualter. 
(5) The standard used to calculate each 
value in paragraphs (a)(I) through (a)(4) of 
this section. 
(6) The number of times in file reporting 
year tor which substitute data procedures 
were used to calculate values reported in 
paragr!tJ>l1..sJ..~l() thro~..ia)(4) of this 

Carbon Sequestration Council 

Recommended Revisions Explanation 

-c---.. -~-----"-" .. -
(a) For each custody transfer point flow 
meter (mass or volumetric) for CO, 
streams received from sources outside the 
facility, report: 
(I) CO2 quantity traRsRnrea onsite 
received (metric tons or standard cubic 
meters, as appropriate) in each quarter. 
(2) CO2 concentration in flow (volume or 
wI. % C02/1 00) in each quarter. 
(3) If a volumetric flow meter is used, 
volumetric flow rate at standard conditions 
(standard cubic meters) in each quarter. 
(4) If a mass flow meter is used, mass flow 
rate (metric tons) in each quarter. 
(5) The standard used to calculate each 
value in paragraphs (a)(I) through (a)(4) of 
this section. 
(6) The number oftimes in the rep0l1ing 
year for which substitute data procedures 
were used to calculate values re orted in 

40 

(D)N20. 
(E) Each fluorinated OliO (including those 
not listed in Table AI of this subpaI1). 
(iv) Emissions and other data for 
individual units. processes, activities, and 
operations as specified in the "Data 
rep0l1ing requirements" section of each 
a01..lica~l~subJ)"rtoflllis..jlart: . 
Revision to adopt industry standard and 
consistent terminology. 

We do not read the requirement in (b)(2) 
for reporting C02 cOllcentration as an 
effort to prescribe the point at which 
concentration is determined. The 
concentration reported under this provision 
wi II be the conct\ntration determined 
pursuant to § 98.444(a)(6) or (b)(4). We 
would appreciate receiving con!1rmation of 
this understanding in the response to 
comments. 

bobvanvoorhees@carbonsequcstrationcoUllCiJ.org 
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---.---------.-----------~-----.~---__+--___:____c~:_:___:---------~.---""C""""--+------------------~-~ 

section, paragraphs (a)(I) through (a)(4) of this 
~~ _ ~c:::t"'io"'n,:.~ ____ ~_~ ________ _t=__;-___:_~--__;_,;--.- . _ .. ___ . ___ ._. ___ . __ . ____ _ 
(b) For each injection flow meter (mass or We do not read the requirement in (b)(2) 
volumetric), report: for reporting C02 concentration as an 
(I) C02 quantity injected (metric tons or effOli to prescribe the point at which 
standard cubic meters) in each quarter. concentration is determined, The 
(2) CO2 concentration in flow (volume or concentration reported under this provision 
wL% C0211(0) in each quarter. will be the concentration determined 
(3) If a volumetric flow meter is used, pursuant to § 98,444(a)(6) or (b)(4), We 
volumetric now rate at standard conditions would appreciate receiving confirmation of 
(standard cubic meters) in each quarter. this understanding in the response to 
(4) If a mass now meter is used, mass now comments, 
rate (metric tons) in each qUa!ier. 
(5) The standard used to calculate each 
value in paragraphs (b)( I) through (b)( 4) 
of this section, 
(6) The number of times in the reporting 
year for which substitute data procedures 
were used to calculate values reported in 
paragraphs (b)(I) through (b)(4) ofthis ., 

~·~~···""--------·:C';""'--·-:;--7-=~""--;-;:--~~'-:-;::···----------.-.------.---... -- +:::c;::.,--:-.-.--.;-.----;-; ... ;;.-.-........... --- ---1 
(c) The source of the supplied CO2, if (c) The sources oflhe supplied each CO2 EPA's proposal would allow an operator to 
known, according to the fbllowing stream received lrom outside the facility, if list sources of C02 as ""unknown", 
categories: known, according to the following Because source accounting will be critical 
(1) CO2 production wells, categories: toward estimating the amount and sources 
(2) Electric generating unit (I) C02 production wells, of sequestered anthropogenic C02, we 
(3) Ethanol plant. (2) Electric generating unit. recommend taking steps to resist 
.{41f'1l1(l.aI!~P(iI)~llli1l.___ __ ."" ___ ._L,,(:3,L )E",""t",h=an::c0::,:lc·J p= la=nt.=-..,, ____ . __ .. _~ ..... __ .___ _ ... Ld::.:e:.::fllu-'ti..ngt()~ll':1Il1kno\Vll"c;.at"go.ry"vell ... 
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EPA Proposa I 

~.-" 

(5) Natural gas processing. 
(6) Other anthropogenic sourc 
(7) Unknown. 

e. 

. ,-- _ . 
Recommended Revisions 

-,,--,,-
(4) Pulp and paper mill. 
(5) Natural gas processing. 
(6) Gasification operations. 
(7) Other specified anthropogenic sources. 
(7) Uaknown. 
(8) Other specified natural sources. 

- -,,-
site (metric (d) The total CO2 received on 

tons) in the reporting year as calculated in 
Equation RR -3, 

-.--~,.-.--~ .• r~~'-""~~--~'~--
(e) The total CO2 injected (m etric tOllS) in 
the reporting year as calculate d in Equation 
RR-6. 

""-,--" 

(f) OS facilities must also rep 
following information: 

ort the 

subpart W of 
gitive and 
surface 

(I) I f yon do not report under 
this part, report the annnal fn 
vented CO2 emissions from 
C(luillment (metric tons) loca 
facility under thi~~ubpart:. 

ted in the as 

Carbon Sequestration Council 

(d) The total C02 received from sources 
outside the facility ew.Hte (metric tons) in 
the reporting year as calculated in Equation 
RR-3: 

.~ 

(f) as facilities must also report the 
following information: 
(I) If you do not report under subpart W of 
this part, report the annual fugitive and 
vented CO2 emissions from surface 
equipment (metric tons) located in the GS 
faciliti' under this sub[lurt. . 

42 

June 11,2010 

_. 

E xplanation 

.. "----~.---.--" 
if it becomes ne ' cessary to resort to 
estimating sourc es for C02, such as that 

common pipelines. received through 
Identification of the anthropogenic and 
natural sources 0 f C02 will be critical for 

ing of C02 emissions, 
ons and sequestration. 
should eliminate the 

accurate account 
emission reducti 
Therefore, EPA 
"unknown" cate gory, Cogeneration should 

electric generating units. 
EPA should also include a 

her specified natural 

be included with 
For consistency, 
category for "ot 
sources" such as processes under 
development .~o capture atm()~II£~~~(Xn. ..... . 
We recommend 
consistent termil 

-~---"'-

"CC'-'---~~~' 

We recommend 

this revision to provide for 
1Ology. 

provide for cons 
the noted revisions to 
istent terminology. 

L __ 
'". -"'" 

bobvanvoorhees@}carbonscquestrationcouncil.org 
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(2) Annual CO2 mass emitted (metric tons) 
as fugitive or veutcd emissions from 
c(luipmcnt located on the surfacc between 
the flow meter used to measure injection 
quantity and the injection wellhead. 
(3) Annual CO2 mass emitted (metric tons) 
as fugitive or vented emissions from 
ctlnipmellt located on the surface between 
the production wellhead and of the flow 
meter used to measure production quantity. 
(4) For each separator flow metcr (mass 
or volumetric), repOlt: 
(i) CO2 quantity produced (metric tOilS or 
standard cuhic meters) in each quarter. 
(ii) CO2 concentration in tlow (volume or 
wl. % C0211 00) in each quarter. 
(5) For each separator volumetric flow 
meter, volumetric now rate at standard 
conditions (standard cubic meters) in each 
quarter. 
(6) For each separator mass flow meter, 
mass flow rate (metric tons) ill each 
quarter. 
(7) The standard nsed to calcnlate each 
value in paragraphs (t)(4) through (t)(6) of 
this section. 
(8) The number of times in the reporting 

J'£ilrfor \",hich_Sl~bstitute~lata procedures". 

Carbon Sequestration Council 

"--:-=:c--"" "----:-+-"----~"---
(2) Annual CO, mass emitted (metric tons) 
as fugitive or vented emissions from 
equipment located on the surface between 
the flow meter used to measure injection 
quantity and the injection wellhead. 
(3) Annual C02 mass emitted (metric tons) 
as fugitive or vented emissions from 
equipment located on the snrface between 
the production wellhead and of the flow 
meter used to measure production quantity. 
(4) For each separator now meter (mass 
or volumetric), report: 
(i) CO, quantity produced (metric tons or 
standard cubic meters) in each quarter. 
(ii) CO, concentration in now (volume or 
wI. % C02/1 00) in each quarter. 
(5) For each separator volnmetric flow 
meter, volumetric flow rate at standard 
conditions (standard cubic meters) in each 
quarter. 
(6) For each separator mass flow meter, 
mass now rate (metric tons) in each 
quarter. 
(7) The standard used to calculate each 
value in paragraphs (t)(4) through (t)(6) of 
this section. 
(8) The number of times in the reporting 

e~rlor whi~11. substi!.ut~ataprocedur~s,--.l."_" " __ "_"_"""" __ "_"" _""""_"__ "" """"" " """""" """" """"""".1 
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EPA Proposal Recommended Revisions Explanation 

"~-~ ~~" -~-~"~-~"~~ """~-"~-+-- .~--:--:-~ "~~~"-~-~--t"-""---------
were used to calculate values reported in were used to calculate values reported in 
paragraphs (1)(4) through (t)(6) of this paragraphs (1)(4) through (1)(6) of this 
section" section. 
(9) 'rhe value for X (%) used in Equation (9) 'rhe value for X (%) used in Equation 
RR-9 and as determined in your MRV RR·9 and as determined in your MRV 
plan. plan. 
(10) Annual C02 produced in the reporting (10) Annual C02 produced in the reporting 
year as calculated in Equation RR -9. year as calculated in Equation RR·9. 
(II) For each leakage pathway, report the (II) For each separately distinguishable 
C02 (metric tons) emitted through that leakage pathway, report the C02 (metric 
pathway in the reporting year. tons) emitted through that pathway in the 
(12) Annual CO2 mass emitted (metric reporting year. 
Ions) from the subsurface geologic (12) Annual CO2 mass emitted (metric 
formation at the facility in the reporting tons) JWffi"lhe suasHrfaee geologie 
year as calculated by Equation RR -\ O. fefffiiltiefl by leakage at the facility in the 
(13) Annual CO2 (metric tons) sequestered reporting year as calculated by Equation 
in the subsurface geologic formation in the RR·IO. 
reporting year as calculated by Equation (13) Annual CO, (metric tons) sequestered 
RR -I I or RR-12. in the subsurface geologic formation in the 
(14) Cumulative mass of C02 reported as reporting year as calculated by Equation 
sequestered in the subsurface geologic RR·II or RR·12. 
formation in all years since you began (14) Cumulative mass of CO2 reported as 
reporting. sequestered in the subsurface geologic 
(15) Date that the most recent MRV plan formation in all years since you began 
was approved and the MRV plan approval reporting. 
number that was issued by EPA. (15) Date that the most recent MRV plan 
(l6) Whether any of the MRV plan was approved and the MRV plan approval 
r(;sll~missions §c('011ari()s~\\,ere~trigg~~ej~~_ l1umbcr that was issll~~~11'~~ ____ ----,~ ____ """""_ "_"~" __ ~"" ____ """_"_""""" .... " " " ___ "~""J 
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EPA Proposal 

~--~-----~--~~--:--

the reporting year such that you must 
submit a new MRV plan in the following 
year. 
(17) If thc well is permitted by an 
Underground Injection Control permitting 
authority, for each injection well, report: 
(i) The wcUll) numbcr used for the 
Underground Injection Control permit. 
(ii) The Undcrground Injection Control 
permit class. 
(18) Any other reporting requirement that 
is specified in your MRV plan, 

. ~~.-- -.~--~-~~----~. ---
§98.447~Records that must be retained, 
In addition to the records required by 
§98.3(g), you must retain the records 
speciHed in paragraphs (a) through (c) of 
this section, as applicable, 
(a) You must retain quarterly records of 
injected CO2 and CO2 transferred onto the 
facility from olfsitc sources, including 
mass flow or volumetric flow at standard 
conditions and operating conditions, 
operating temperature and pressure, and 
concentration ofthesc streams~ 
(b) GS facilities must retain: 
f1J()uarterly recor~js of produced CO2, if 

Carbon Sequestration C~ouncil 

Recommended Revisions 

(16) Whether any of the MRV plan 
resubmissions scenarios were triggered in 
the reporting year such that you must 
submit a new MRV plan in the following 
year. 
(17) If the well is permitted by an 
Underground Injection Control permitting 
authority, for each injection well, report: 
(i) The well II) number used for the 
Underground Injection Control permit. 
(ii) The Underground Injection Control 
permit class. 
(18) Any other rep0l1illg requirement that 
is s eciHed in your MRy_,,-pl~ac.cn_~ __ 

45 
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Explanation 

No comment 

bobvanvoorhees@carbonsequestrationcouncil<org 
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EPA Proposal 

-~~~--------;:--~~-:: 

applicable, including mass flow or 
volumetric flow at standard conditions and 
operating conditions, operating 
temperature and pressure, and 
concentration or these streams. 
(2) Annual records of the emitted CO2 

from subsurface geologic formation 
leakage pathways. 
(3) Any other records as outlined tor 

Recommended Revisions 

retenti'L~ in )I()llr MI~Y_~fl' ____ ~___ _ _______ ~ ____ _ 
§98A48 Geologic Sequestration 
Monitoring, Reporting, and Veritkation 
{MRV} Plan. 
(a) A GS facility as defined in §98.440(c) 
of this subparlmusl follow the procedures 
outlined in this section to develop a 
monitoring. reporting, and verification 
(MRV) plan, submit it to EPA, receive 
approval from EPA on the plan, implement 
the plan, and submit annual report 
addenda. 
------~'~~-,,"".--.. ""","'''~.-.~''''.-.-.-,,-,~--- -,---------,,-,-----
(I) YOllmllst develop an MRV plan that 
c()g~llillstll£fllll()~iJlg~()l!I£ont:nts. ______ ~_~ ______ ~ ________ ~_ ~ ______ ~_ 
0) An assessment of the risk ofleakage of (i) An assessment of the risk ofleakag 
~'()lto~I~.~~Jllce.__ _~~. __ ~_. C02 te-the.~~~!,~_ ~ __ ~ __ ._. 
(i i) A strategy for detecting and 
quantifying any C02 leakage to the 
surface. 

Carbon Sequestra.tion Council 

(ii) A strategy for detecting and 
quantifying any C02 leakage4e4he 
surfaee . . ~-~-- --~-----

46 

e of 

June 11,2010 

Explanation 

No comment 

No comment 

"Leakage" is defined to the 
element of "to the c"rfo 

"L is defined to include the 
element of "to the surface". 

bobvanvoorhees@<.'arbonsequestrationcouncil.org 
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--"----------------- ---'--_. 
EPA Proposal Recomme nded Revisions 

I-:"-----"------~--------"------"-----"--
(iii) A strategy for establishing pre-

~ljectio!'."-I!~r()!1ml'n.t!!b"""a=:s7"e,Ii,:cn:::e::;s.'_;---,---"---___ _ 
(iv) Summary of cOllsiderations made to 
calculate site-specific variables for the 

"-" -.""-"-~'" 

2lI11~_balancet)lllllltllln. ____ " ___ -"-"""C----::--
(v) A strategy for 
based on monitor 
data, and modelin 
consistent with si 
additional monito 
that the geologic 
not pose an endan 

demonstrating at closure, 
ing, other site-specinc 
g that is reasonably 
te performance that no 
ring is needed to assure 
sequestration project does 
germent to USDWs and 

r(~)\;if;;:ili;;:-ii;,;; i.;i~:;::,I~i~n?t;,_;;~~;;;~,:; _i"""is not I ike~:to ca (2) A ta~lllly that it\jccts C02 to enhance 
use leakagto:" 

the recovery of oil or natural gas or a 
facility that is not required to repOli as a 
GS facility can voluntarily submit the 

rMR\I.QIan to EPJ\at any time. _ ""---"t-----
(3) A GS facility that does not inject C02 
to enhance the recovery of oil or natural 
gas must submit the MRV plan on the 
"foll()\ViIl£s(;ll(;~lIl(;:_ _"""_" ___ _ 
(i) A GS facility must submit the MRV (i) A GS facility 

-" 

-"-"'~"~"--"----'-'-'~"'-'~'" 

must submit the MRV 
plan to EPA (A) within six months trom plan to EPA (A) w ithin six months Ii'om 
the time the facility's Underground the time the facil ity's Underground 
Injection Control permitting authority (or Injection Control permittiflg aH'lhority 
relevant permitting authority in the case of program DirectOi . (or relevant permitting 
~01i!r thati~!~o~ under the jurisdiction _"-,-,a::cu",th""o::;rc:it:.Lyi:::ncct:::h,","e-,,c="~ ase of a facilitx.that is not 
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Explanation 

Confirmation of the area of review only 
comes with tinal permit approval. The 
recommended language should be 
to clarify that there is no intention to create 
an additional step that would precede the 
j, of a final permit along with 

bobvunvoorhees@carbonscquestrationcouncil.org 
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foiFth.;S;lj~D1:iillkjingw!rte.:Ac:t)c:;mfuOiS-tmb1reci"tO;;m;j;;;;::the:jlliMi€#e;;af:thes·-;:-+----~-··------.----.-.~.----.-.. ~ I of the Safe Drinking Water Act) confirms sUhject to !lfI~er thej!lrisdietiofl ofthe Safe responses to comments received on the 
the area ofrevicw or (B) by December 31 Drinking Water Act) issues a final permit proposed permit. 
of the year that that the Underground confirming the area of review or (B) by 
Injection Control permitting authority (or December 31 of the year that that in which 
relevant permitting authority in the case of the Underground Injection Control 
a facility that is not under the jurisdiction permitting authority (or relevant pennitling 
of the Sale Drinking Water Act) confirms authority in the case of a facility that is not 
the area of review, whichever date is later. subject to !lllder tke jurisdietioll of the Safe 
A facility will be allowed to request one Drinking Water Act) issues a final permit 
extension of up to an additional six confirming the area of review, whichever 
months. date is later. A facility will be allowed to 

request one extension of up to an 

(ii) If the GS facility holds an 
additional six months. 

~.,~.~--~--."~ --,-- ~,.- .. ~,.,--

(ii) If the GS facility holds an 
Underground Injection Control permit (or 
relevant permit in the case of a facility that 
is not subject to uOOeHbe jUfisaietiofi of 
the Safe Drinking Water Act) as ofths date 
of j3Hblieatioll of this subpart or iftbc 
UlldergrOlmd·lfljestioll CORtrol !,efmittiflg 
awtbOFity (Of relevant p6ff1litlillg aHlkofity 
ifl the ease ofa faeility tkat is Rot !lnder the 
jwrisSietiofi of tke Safe Drillkiflg Water 
As!) has confirming ed the area of review 
as of the date of publication of this subpart, 
such facility must submit the MRV plan to 
EPA within six months of the date of 

~~----"~-.------"----

Agencies have '}urisdiction"; statutes have 
applicability. The recommcnded change 
would clarify this. In addition, because the 
area of review will not be finally 
confirmed until a final permit is issued, the 
indicated revision should be made to avoid 
suggesting that some alternative 
"confirmation" could be issued prior to the 
issuance ofa final permit. If the 
permitting agency does not approve an 
area of review as part of its permitting 
process, then the area of review will be 
approved as part of the MRV approval 
process. 

Underground Injection Control permit (or 
relevant permit in the case of a facility that 
is not under the jurisdiction of the Sale 
Drinking Water Act) as of the date of 
publication of this subpart or if the 
Underground Injection Control permitting 
authority (or relevant pcrmitting authority 
in the case of a facility that is not under the 
jurisdiction of the Safe Drinking Water 
Act) has contlrmed the area of review as of 
the date of publication of this subpart, such 
facility mllst submit the MRV plan to EPA 
within six months of the date of 
p~lblication oftll.is subpart. A...Jacility will publication of this subpart. A facility w.~il .... l-, _______ . __ . ________ " __ ._" ____ ._ 
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EPA Proposal Recommended Revisions 
-,---~"--"--------------------------~---"-" " 

Explanation 

-"----------~--~--+-~" -,-----
be allowed to request one extension of up be allowed to request one extension of up 

to an additional six months. __ ""_"~___ to anadditional six mo_n_t_h-s·"·-·-·~··~-----iw~~;;;:~~~··thif,;"~;;-';[s;;l~to;~;:;;';-;;;;;;:;;-l 
(4) If you are using an Underground (4) If you are using a MRV plan We recommend this to recognize 
Injection Control Class VI pennit to incorporated in an Underground Injection that neither UIC permits nor MRV plans 
demonstrate that MRV plan requirements Control Class VI permit to help incorporated in UIC permits are required to 
have been satisfied and the Underground demonstrate that the MRV plan address the leakage considerations set forth 
Injection Control Class VI permit has not requirements of this subpart have been in this subpart. Compliance with this 
been approved, you must submit the satisfied and the Underground Injection subpart should require review of whether 
identification number associated with the Control Class VI permit has not been an MR V plan is adequate to aSSure that 
Underground Injection Control Class VI approved, yon must submit the leakage is not occurring and to quantify 
permit applicatioll and notifY EPA when identification number associated with the whatever leakage does occur. At the same 
the Underground Iqjection Control Class Underground Injection Control Class VI time, we recommend an explicit revision to 
VI permit has been approved. permit application and notify EPA when recognize that MRV plans associated with 

Carbon Sequestration Council 

the Underground Injection Control Class UIC permits can be helpful even if not 
:vJ-permit has been approved. snfficient in demonstrating compliance 

with the MRV requirements ofthis 
subpart. 

EPA should also recognize in its 11nal rule 
preamble that the need to meet the 
additional MRV plan requirements under 
this subpart docs not necessarily require 
the use of atmospheric or soil monitoring 
methods. There should be a recognition 
that the most effective manner tt)r 
protecting USDWs will be ensuring that 
the injected C02 stream and displaced 

___________ L,-=-fo::crc::n::;1a::;t.:cio"'n'-f=lui.<l~ are fllIlY£~Jt.ained-",ithin~_ 
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EPA Proposal Recommended Revisions Explanation 

-~---.-~- .. --------.---.__i-,.-_c_c___c_------- .. --.-------.----.--
the injection and confining zones and that 
it is possible that the monitoring methods 
and procedures adopted under the Ule 
permit -- along with additional monitoring 
procedures already being implemented 
whether or no! required for UIC purposes -
- could be sufficient to Ihlly satisfy the 
MRV requirements of this subpart. This 
determination must be madc on a case-by
case hasis and MRV plans will need to be 
modified to demonstrate compliance with 
the MRV plan requirements of this 
subpart. 

We further recommend deleting the 
reference to Class VI because there may be 
GS wells permitted in other classes. 
Indeed, the MSD Recommendations 
submitted to the EPA UIC Program on 
December 23, 2()08; May 14, 2()09; and 
Octoher 9, 2009 specifically call lor GS 
wells to be permitted under Class II and 
Class V tor OS operations in oil and gas 
reservoirs (Class II) and in basalts, coal 
beds, salt caverns or shales (Class V) until 
EPA decides speciHcally how OS in those 
other types of fimnations should be 
addressed . ... .... -.... -- .... ------~--~--------------------~--"--~ _________________ ~. _____ L=."="'~_,,_: .... _ ... _.~.~_. _________________ . ___ ~__ __.. , 
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~-------- "-~--,~,---.~." -'~~-~~~~"--' 

EPA Proposal Recommended Revisions Explanation 

-'"-" , - "~--' .--""~- -------~----~-

(5) Upon MRV plan submission, the 
~?lIo~!!ll~appro-"alprocess will apply. ---,-""- -"'-- -- ""-"-'-~~~~----~""'-" 

(i) On a case-by-case basis, EPA will 
determine ifthe submitted MRV plan is 
complete, and evaluate the MRV plan to 
ensure that the facility has an appropriate 
strategy in place to effectively quantifY 
~Jo~aIlLs~questered CO2. 

"-'" -- ----~----.-.-----.~-~ 

(ii) You must implement the EPA-
approved MRV plan once the plan is final, 
regardless of the point in the reporting 

~----~--------.-. ------.-~- -~ 

(6) If adjustments to the MRV plan are (6) If atijustHH!lflts Ie tHe MR¥ (lIaR aFe The recommended modifications COil vert 
made due to new information or altered maae aue Ie Re'# iRJBfmatioR or alterea this provision to being exclusively based 
site conditions or if a leak is detected in a sile eonaitions or if a leak leakage is on leakage, with the provisions of (7) 
calendar year, you must submit an detected in a calendar year, you must addressing all other bases for updating the 
addendum at the same time as the next submit an addendum at the same time as MRV. 
annual report (March 31 of the subsequent the next annual report (March 3 J of the 
calendar year) that includes the following subsequent calendar year) that includes the 
c()IllJl.°nents.~ ___ ~ 

" "m_." .. ~_~~"".",_~,~ 
following components. 

"-,,~--

(i) A description of the leak including all (i) A description ofthe leakage including Because "leakage" is the 11<01111<0" term, it 
assumptions, methodology, and all assumptions, methodology, and should be used consistently in this subpart 
technologies involved in leakage detection technologies involved in leakage detection RR . 

.. ~I~d quantification, if a leak was detected. __ and quantification, ifa leal, was aeieelea. 
(ii) A description of how the monitoring (ii) A description of how the monitoring The recommended revision clarifies the 
strategy was adjusted, if adjustments were strategy was adjusted, if adjustments were language now that this provision is based 
made. . . _ made in response to the leakage. _ solely on leakllll.e~.~ _____ ~ ..... __ ._._ .. ___ ~~ 
LQ1I~e MRY-ElaJ! must .!>~Eevised and (7) You must maintain, and update the The recommended revision is hased on the _ .. - --.. -"-",~,.~,-",-"",,,~----~.~. 
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EPA Proposal 

resubmitted to EPA by March 31 of the 
calendar year following any of the 
following events_ 

(:.arbon Sequestration Council 

Recommended Revisions 

MRV plan in accordance witb the 
provisions of this section. 
(i) You must submit with the annual report 
a statement, signed by an appropriate 
company official, confirming that you 
have: 
(Al reviewed the monitoring and 
operational data that are relevant to a 
decision on whether to reevaluate the area 
of review or the MRV plan; and 
(8) determined whether any updates were 
warranted by material change in the 
monitoring and operational data or in your 
evaluation of the monitoring and 
operational data. 
(ii) The MRV plan must be revised and 
resubmitted to EPA by March 31 of the 
calendar year following any year in which: 
(A) You determine an update of the MRV 
plan to be warranted pursuant to 
subparagraph (i) of this paragraph; or 

52 

June II, 20 I 0 

Explanation 

MSD recommendations submitted to 
EPA's UIC program for revision of the 
proposed GS rules under the SDW A. We 
recommend imposing a continual 
obligation on operators 10 assess whether 
the AoR itself, the AoR and corrective 
action plan and all other plans required by 
the rule should he revised, requiring an 
annual statement that the operator has 
reviewed the circumstances (including 
operating and monitoring data) during the 
preceding year to determine whether these 
circumstances warranted a revision of the 
AoR and any plans, and requiring that 
revisions be done when required by the 
director as well as when the operator 
determines that conditions warrant. 

To accomplish this, it is useful to break 
down the concept of "reevaluation" into 
two ideas -- "assessment" of the need to 
revise the AoR and all plans and the actual 
process of "revision." We believe that 
these suggestions will result in increased 
accuracy and reliability ill the site 
performance data while avoiding work that 
is not warranted by the site data and site 
perlo rn1illl ce'--.l\1gs"()-",,.r,a_(;(llltillll (lll,, __ _ 
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"-~~"-~~ "-----~-~-~""~-"- ----,--~-----~-----~~-------~--"----"~--

EPA Proposal Recommended Revisions Explanation 

--~--"---

-------~----"-""-"-- ~;:--~ 

(i) The rcporter is out of compliance with 
its Underground Injection Control permit 
(or relevant permit in the case of a facility 
that is not under the jurisdiction of the Safe 
Drinking Water Act). 

Carbon Sequestration Council 

obligation to assess whether are 
needed, when coupled with an annual 
statement requirement will create a clear 
accountability trail tor hoth operator and 
director in case of disputes. Given this 
annual review process, we believe it is 
unnecessary to require a reevaluation on a 
fixed basis in every case. 

An annual reporting statement requirement 
can also be used to enhance the ability of 
both director and operators to keep track of 
which plans require updating and whether 
or not plans that ought to be updated have 
in fact been revised. Such a shared 
understanding is essential if there is to be 
the "ongoing dialogue" between regulators 
and operators that the RRC anticipates, 

This is based on MSD Recommendation 
Letters dated May 14, 2009 and October 9, 

"_ __" ______ 2009 (copi_e§_!l_tlachedL_ ... ___ ~~_~_ 
0) The reporter is out ofsOI'lIpliaHse with This is too broad and misdirected. Many 
$"UHdergrou!ttl-1tlJectiell Control permit types of noncompliance with permit 
~e'iant penni! in the Gase of a facility requirements can occur that will have no 
that is flot under !kejurisdietion Gflhe Safe effect on the MRV plan (e.g., failure to 
Drinkiflg Water Ast). have wellhead painted). The 

recommended re."isJ21l5. to ill(iiXj\1'lf':'... 
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---~-""'.-~ -~-~,-,,-.,-

EPA Proposal 
-~~-.~.-.-.-.-.~,- -~~--,~,,~,-,~ 

--~---- -------~~---~----

(ii) An EPA audit conducted under the 
verification procedures of this part 
determines it to be necessary. 

,,-,- ---,,--,,-,,-~,-"" ... """~ ------~- """"""" ... "" .. ~.-----~-
(8) An MRV plan may be resubmitted in 
any reporting year on a reporter's own 

(9) Each MRV plan and annual report 
addendum must he submitted 
electronically in a format specified by the 
Administrator. 
"-,--"". -'~~~-~-~-"--~~~--

(b) IReserved] ~ _____ 
§98.449 Definitions. 
A II terms used in this subpart have the 
same meaning given in the Clean Air Act 
and subpart A of this part. 

"" """ ------,,---""""'" """ .. ,,------~- "." ... ".-,--~-- .. -. ---

""""""~-~"""""'''''-.-"."--"--" ... -,,.---~---,,-,,-,,-.-" 

Carbon Sequestration Council 

---
Recommended Re 

-:-:----,----------------------------~----

visions Explanation 

~-~+--::::----- . - -.---.------;~ 

sufficient to address any event that would 

-""--""'~".-" 

(B) An EPA audit conducted under the 
IS part verification procedures ofth' 

determines an update of the MRV plan to 
jJe necessar~. 

-'-"-~-

-----

trigger a ne~d to update the MR \1£1111':. __ 

,,-'''-- " ---
§98.449 Definitions. 

~------------~----;-~.-------~~~--------

We recommend this revision to provide for 
All terms used in this subpar t have the 

Clean Air Act 
All terms used 

with the 

same meaning given in the 
and subpart A of this part. 
in this subpall in connection 
underground injection contr 01 prograJU 
have the same meaning give 
Drinking Water Act and the 
injection control regulations 

n in the Safe 
underground 
in 40 eFR 

proper understanding and application of 
the UIC program terms. This eross~ 
reference will avoid the need for including 
in this rule similar definitions of those 
terms that would need to be updated 
anytime the same definitions arc revised 
under the UIC program. 

~art~ 144 through l,!~~ __ 
C02 capture means the initi 

--------- -;;;;----------_~__:_--oo~oc--------"-

al separation Taken from § 98.420(a)(1) definition of 
and removal of a C02 strem n from a Subpart PP C02 supplier category. 74 
manufacturing process, flue gas, a fuel Fed. Reg. 56260, 56506 (October 30, 
source or any other2!:0cess __ fQ!:J~urposes of 2009). Although w~E~~d_this.!().itl~i('<lt~_ 
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Recommended Revisions 

-----~----.--~-----------I----------.--~--
supplying C02 for commercial 
applications or to maintain custody of a 
C02 stream in order to sequester or 
otherwise inject it underground, 

Explanation 

that "any other process" would include flue 
gas and fuel sources, we recommend 
including these words in the delinition 
because these arc alllong the most likely 
sources of C02 streams, and we think it is 
important to avoid any questions about 

----+-:;:-::---------------------1 il££lli'_a~ilitI:_ ---~----- ---------------
C02 production means using wells (0 Taken from § 98.420(a)(2) definition of 

Leakage means the movement of CO2 from 
the injection zolle to the surface, including 
to the atmosphere, indoor air, oceans or 
surface water. 

Research and delll!:lopment_I.,!eans, forthe 

Carbon Sequestration Council 

extract or produce a C02 stream lur Subpart PP C02 supplier category_ 74 
purposes of supplying C02 lur commercial Fed. Reg. 56260, 56506 (October 30, 
applications or to extract and maintain 2009). 
custody of a C02 stream in order to 
sequester or otherwise inject it 
under round. ----+ ~--------------------------------
Leakage means the movement of CO2 from We recommend this revision to clarify that 
the injection zone to the surface, insluding leakage only occurs where the C02 is not 
and into the atmosphere, indoor air, oceans recaptured before entering the atmosphere, 
or surface water. indoor air, oceans or surface water. This is 

consistent with the preamble statement on 
page 18591: "For the purposes of this 
proposed rule, C02 leakage to the surface 
includes C02 emitted to the atmosphere, 
C02 emitted to the ocean from the suh
seabed, C02 emitted to surface water, and 
C02 emitted to indoor air environmellts_" 
75 Fed. Reg, 18576, 18591 (April 12, 

>-____________ ~ _______ ___l__=2QlQ.l--- _____________________________ _ 
Research and develt;pment means, for the. J?ackground,_llllder ~8-,-~_"_\V_~(l must __ 
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----~ - --'~~"--~~-"'c----~--,-~, ---,--'--- ,~-
EPA Proposal Recommended Revisions Explanation 

-,--~- "~~~---'-~-~---;---O;'-:::-+--~~~-O-:----'-

purposes of geologic sequestration facility purposes of geologic sequestration facility 
requirements in this subpart, those projects requirements in this subpart, ~projects 
receiving Federal funding to research reoeiYing Feaeral injecting a total ofless 
practices and monitoring techniques that than 25,000 tons of C02 per year HlRaing 
will enable safe and effective long-term to research practices and monitoring 
containment of a gaseous, liquid, or techniques that will enable safe and 
supercritical CO2 stream in subsuriace effective long-term containment of a 
geologic tormations that are neither gaseous, liquid, or supercritical CO2 

demonstration nor commercial projects. stream in subsurface geologic formations 
that are neither demonstration nor 
commercial projects. Any research and 
development project may choose to report 
in accordance with this subpart to obtain 
veritlcation of quantities of C02 

f-c--,·---------,--···.··-------c' C---'----C~'-~ __ ,~_fCs=equeste"'r.:o:ed"_,'--_ ---,------- -~~ 
Separator means a vessel in which streams 
of multiple phases are gravity separated 
into individ~lal streams of single J>!I:::a.s::e",,_--{~ -c--~--.~~-----c~.--

Subsurjixe testing and characterization 
activities means the injection of up to 
25,000 tons of C02 or a C02 stream to 
assist in identifying, evaluating or 
characterizing a potential site to be used 
for geologic sequestration or for enhanced 
recovery of oil or natural gas. EPA may 
designate an injection of C02 that exceeds 
25,000 tons of C02 as subsurface testing 

,., ....... ,.,,_ .. ,. ___ ... , __ , ___ ._._~ _~ and clJ~i\<:.~rization ac!~ities tponi\ sitc-

Carbon Sequestration Council 56 

report?" (a)(5) Research and development 
activities are not considered to be part of 
any source category defined in this parI. 

All large scale projects should be subject 
to the reporting requirements to allow EPA 
and others to learn lrom this reporting. In 
addition, all research projects illjecting a 
total ofless than 25,OO() tons of C02 per 
year should be exempted because 
collecting data lrom these pH(jccts will 
yield little value and will add 
disproportionately to project costs at a time 
when research into the methods and 
.P5)tt)ntial sitessh<'.lI.LdJ)c e'~~9..l1I!gt)sL __ ._, 
No comment 

The source category exclude the 
injection of C02 or C02 streams that will 
help to identity and characterize 
appropriate sites for geologic sequestration 
and/or enhanced recovery of oil or natural 
gas. These activities will be necessary in 
many cases to assist with the proper siting 
of these operations and should be 
encouraged to he conducted without the 
p~ential adde_d,e:;:p(jJ~tl.,<)f rCEol:tiIlg all()f 
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______ 0 ______________________ 0_00_ 

Recommended Revisions Explanation 
____ o_~ ____ o ______ oo __ o ____ f-- ___ _ oo _____ +_:--c-:- __ o _________ o_o __ o____ ________ _ 

specific demonstration that such activity is the information required by this subparL 
necessary, conducted solely for site We included a presumptive cutoff of 
selection or characterization and will not 25,000 total tons injected and a waiver 
result in leakage of C02. provision to allow lor site testing and 

characterization activities that exceed this 
mass of C02 injection with appropriate 
demonstration that the activities are solely 
for such purposes and will not cause 

--:c::-----------
Underground Injection Control permit 
means a perm it issued EPA or a State 
pursuant to the applicable Underground 
Injection Control program as defined in 
section 1422(d) of the Sate Drinking Water 

leakage. _0 __ 00 __ 0 ________ 0 ____ 0_0 __ 0_;_ 

For clarification purposes, the rule should 
include detlnitions of "Underground 
Injection Control permit" and 
"Underground Injection Control program." 

t------------o-----o __ o ___ 0 __ ------------t i\ct, 42 USC §i300h-1. __ :--~ ---1-;:;----;- __ 0_0 ______ 0000000 

Underground hijection Control program For clarification purposes, the rule should 
means the program established or include definitions of "Underground 
approved by EPA pursuant to sections Injection Control permit" and 
1421 through 1425 of the sate Drinking "Underground Injection Control program." 
Water Act, 42 USC §§300h - 300h-4. The 
applicable Underground Injection Control 
program with rcspect to a State is dcljncd 
in section 1422(d) ofthe Safe Drinking 

_____ 00 __ 0 ________________ O~ _____ \Vater Act, 42 USC §§3QQIl:~ ----t-:;--c---c--;7:-;-:c"CC--;---;-O-O--O_-;----- __ ~j 
Note that § 98.426(1) already requires 
suppliers to report quantities supplied to 
various types of destinations. 
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._-_ ... - .. -~~-.~ .. -.--.--.~ ...•.• 
(f) Report the aggregated annual quantity 
of C02 in metric tons that is transferred to 
each of the following end use applications, 
if known: 
(1) Food and beverage. 

(2) Industrial and municipal 
water/wastewater treatment. 
(3) Metal fabrication, including welding 
and cutting. 
(4) Greenhouse llses for plant growth. 
(5) Fumigants (e.g., grain storage) and 
herbicides. 
(6) Pulp and paper. 
(7) Cleaning and solvent use. 
(8) Fire fighting. 
(9) TranspOltation and storage of 
explosives. 
(10) Enhanced oil and natural gas 
recovery. 
(1 1) Long"term storage (sequestration). 
(12) Research and development. 
I Other. 

.'- .--.~ ...---+-'c.~L~:'~~~"'-············:-_·c·-:--:-···············".·: .............. : i 
One question raised during our discllssions 
concerned whether injection of C02 into a 
geologic formation such as a C02 dome 
for temporary storage would result in 

___ -'--"double~ounting if th(j C02i~.s~!bse9.lle~ltIL 
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Explanation 

.--+-... ---..... ~-.... -~--.- .. 
extracted and delivered for some end use, 
Subpart PP excludes "Storage of C02 
above ground or ill geologic formations" 
from the source category, 40 CFR 
§98A20(b)(I), 74 Fed, Reg, 56260, 56506 
(October 30, 2009), And proposed subpart 
RR excludes "T'emporary storage of C02 
below ground," §98,440(d)(2), 75 Fed, 
Reg, 18576, 18600 (April 12, 2(10), From 
these provisions, we concluded that 
injection of C02 into a geologic formation 
such as a C02 dome for subsequent 
production and use or for subsequent OS 
should not be reported under subpart RR in 
order to avoid double counting, We 
include this comment here fill' the specific 
purpose of obtaining EPA's concurrence in 
our conclusion in EPA's response to the 
commentsreceivet!(}1l. this£I:<)pc)!led rl!!e, .. 
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